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STELLINGEN

Het gebruik van absolute parameterwaarden voor het fitten van relaxatiecurves leidt bij lage
signaal-ruis verhoudingen tot een te hoge waarde van de relaxatietijden en een verminderde
contrastverhouding vandeMRI-beelden.
Ditproefschrift, Hfdst 2.

Deaannamedatdez.g.n. diffusion attenuationplotvoorlangediffusietijden naareen basislijn
nadertalsgevolgvanrestrictie isinstrijd met degangbare diffusietheorieen.
W. Wycoff et al. (2000) The determination of the cell size in wood by nuclear magnetic resonance diffusion
techniques. WoodandFiber Science32, 72-80.Ditproefschrift, Hfdst 4.

Hetbelangrijkste voordeel vanniet-invasieve technieken,hetverkrijgen van lineaire datavoor
hetzelfde object of individu, wordt grotendeels teniet gedaan als vervolgens alleen de
gemiddeldewaardenvooralleindividuenworden gepresenteerd.
F.J. van Spronsen et al. (1993) Plasma phenylalanine and tyrosine responses to different nutritional conditions
(fasting/prostprandial) inpatientswithphenylketonuria:effect ofsampletiming.Pediatrics4, 570-573.

De hypofhese dat cytoplasmatische stroming een belangrijke bijdrage levert aan de
diffusiecoefficient vanwater isopgrondvandehuidigekennisvandeeigenschappen waterin
biologische systemenniet gerechtvaardigd.
D. Thomas et al. (2000) The measurement of diffusion and perfusion in biological systems using magnetic
resonanceimaging.PhysicsinMedicineandBiology45,R97-R138.

Het goedkeuren van therapeutisch gebruik van foetale stamcellen opgrond van debaten voor
depatient iseentypischvoorbeeldvan 'het doelheiligtdemiddelen'.
R.M. Green. (2001) Four moral questions for human embryoniccell research. Wound Repair andRegeneration
9, 425-428.

Het bepalen van een arbeidsongeschiktheidspercentage van een persoon aan de hand van het
verlies aan inkomen in een nieuwe passende functie betekent dat personen in een
goedbetaalde functie vakerziekgeachtwordendanmensenmeteenlaagsalaris.
Stellingenbehorendbij het proefschrift
Magnetic ResonanceImaging ofPlants:Plantwater status anddroughtstress response
LouisevanderWeerd-Meulenkamp
Wageningen, 15oktober 2002
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INTRODUCTION

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Water isofmajor importance toplantlife. Herbaceous plants consist ofwater for upto95%
oftheirtotalweight. Thedistinct propertiesofwatermake itvery suitable for numerousroles,
ranging from being the most important solvent and a component in many reactions to
maintaining the form in non-woody plants.1'2 The extremely strong cohesion forces permit
highnegativepressures alongthewater columnwithout breaking it,therebyenablingthe flow
of water through the transport vessels. Thus, clearly water shortage affects almost any
parameter onecarestolookat.1
Lackofwater affects large parts oftheworld, andwater shortage becomes a larger problem
for food production every year.3'4 Of the water that isavailable for use,about 70%is already
used for agriculture. Water systems are under severe strain in many parts of the world. Many
riversnolongerflow allthewaytothe seaand 50%oftheworld'swetlandshave disappeared.
Manymajor groundwater aquifers arebeingminedunsustainably,withwatertablesinpartsof
Mexico, India, China, and North Africa declining by as much as one meter per year.5 In
addition, increasing soil salinity poses similar problems to agriculture, e.g. in Israel and
Australia, but even in the nearby Westland (The Netherlands). Long-term growth and crop
yieldare considerably reduced compared tothemaximum attainable yield duetowaterstress,
which isturning into an enormous social and environmental problem. Therefore, insight into
plantresponsesandtolerance todrought stressisanextremely important issue.
ThisThesis focuses onthe effects ofwater stress onwater relations inwholeplants,suchas
uptake rates and growth rates, in combination with the water balance in the plant stem. To
tracethe cellwater balance andthemovement ofwater within the cells and overmembranes,
we used Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, in an attempt to unravel differences in (cell) water
balanceindrought susceptibleanddroughttolerantplants.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Imaging (NMR imaging or MRI) is a non-invasive technique
and therefore particularly useful for in vivo studies of plants. In addition to anatomical
information, NMR images contain information about the physical status and the spatial
distribution ofwater intissues.Sincethediscovery ofNMR, several experiments andtheories
have been developed to extract important physiological information, such as cell size and the
exchange velocity of water over membranes. Most commonly, this information is obtained
from relaxation anddiffusion measurements,whicharediscussed laterinthis Chapter.
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Chapter 1

PLANTS
PLANT WATER STATUS

Plant water relations are commonly described using a thermodynamical approach.6"8 This
approachisbaseduponthedescription ofwater intermsofenergy,withthewaterpotential as
the measuring unit. The water potential of the liquid phase Q¥w)consists of three different
components: the osmotic pressure (¥„), the hydrostatic pressure Q¥p)and the gravitational
pressure QVg):
^=4^+^+4^

[1.1]

Theunitfor allpressuresisthePascal(Pa).
The first term in Eqn. 1.1, the osmotic potential, represents the effect of solutes in an
aqueous solution on the water potential. Assuming ideal conditions, the Van 't Hoff relation
can be used to describe the relation between the solute concentration and the osmotic
pressure:
V^-RTZC,

[1.2]

inwhichEC,is thetotal solute concentration (mol m~3),R isthe gas constant (8.3143 J mol-1
K_1)and Tis theabsolutetemperature (K).
The hydrostatic pressure is the effect of pulling or compression forces on the water
molecules, and can be both positive (cell turgor) and negative (xylem tension). Gravitation
also influences thewaterpotential,butfor smallplantsthiscomponent isnegligible.
According to this thermodynamical approach, the flow is driven by a potential difference.
Equivalent to current in electrical circuits, water always flows from high to low water
potential and the flow rate is determined bythe resistance of the system, analogous to Ohm's
Law:
JV=(AVJ/Rhydr

[1.3]

inwhichJvis the net flow of water (m3 s"1),A4Vis thewater potential gradient, and R^dris
thehydraulicresistance (m"3sPa).
Thepotential difference over anentireplant isdetermined bythe waterpotential differences
betweensoilandair.Thelatterdependsprimarily ontherelativehumidity(rh)oftheair:
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Xap=(RT/VJ\n(rh)

[1.4]

inwhich *¥™pisthewaterpotential inthevapourphase,andVw isthepartial molalvolume of
water(Fig. 1.1).
The hydraulic resistance varies enormously between plant tissues. It is smallest within the
conducting system, i.e. the xylem and phloem vessels,due tothe absence of cellular barriers.
Outside the conducting tissues,the hydraulic resistance is much higher because water has to
move either via the apoplast pathway (extracellular) or via the symplastic pathway, which is
subdivided inthetransmembrane route andtheplasmodesmatal route (Fig. 1.2).Althoughthe
relative importance of both pathways is not yet clearly established, water transport via the
symplastic route seems to account for a significant part of the transcellular transport. The
maintransitions occuratthesoil-root interface andattheleaf-air interface.
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Figure 1.1. A negative waterpotential gradient in theplant body. Whenthe waterpotential of the roots is less
than that of the soil, waterflows into the epidermal cells of the root andpasses into the xylem tissue. Via the
xylem vessels waterflows through thestem and leaves and exitsfrom theleaves aswater vapor.
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AccordingtotheLockhart theory,therate ofcellexpansion isdetermined byboththe above
mentioned potential difference and the tissue resistance. " n Furthermore, the Lockhart
equation suggests that the rate of cell expansion is limited by the extension properties of the
expanding cellwalls,the so-called cellwall extensibility:

dV/dt= mC¥p-F)

[1.5]

in which dV/dt is the cell volume change in time, and m is the cell wall extensibility. P' is
the threshold pressure potential, or yield turgor, which is the minimum pressure required to
initiatecellgrowth.9'12
The most important cause for water transport in a plant is transpiration. More than 90%of
thewateruptakepassesthroughtheplantdirectly intotheatmosphere.Therestofthewater is
used for expansion growth. Furthermore, changes inthe relative water content of tissues,i.e.
de- or rehydration, also contribute to the total water transport. All these contributions can be
combined intothewaterbalance equation:
[1.6]

U=E+G+H

Here t/is thewateruptakerate,Eisthetranspiration rate,Gisthewaterusefor growth,and
His thewaterflow duetode-orrehydration, all inm3s"1.10
-epidermis

parenchyma

roothair

xylem
Figure 1.2.Principalpathways for the movement of waterfrom the soil, across the epidermis and parenchyma,
into the conducting root vessels. Watercanfollow several routes, either via the extracellular space (apoplastic
pathway) orthrough the cellsvia theplasmodesmata andtonoplast andplasmalemma (symplastic pathway).
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Sensitivity to stress
very sensitive
OMPa

insensitive
1MPa

2MPa

Cell Growth
Wall synthesis
ABA Accumulation
Stomatal Opening
C0 2 -assimilation
Respiration
Proline Accumulation
Sugar Accumulation

Table1.1. Generalised sensitivity towaterstress ofplant processes.

WATER STRESS IN PLANTS

In nature short-term water deficits occur during midday, due to the high temperature and
light level. Mostly, the water losses can be compensated at night, and over an entire day no
net water losses occur. If however the uptake at night is not high enough to compensate for
the water losses during the day, long-term water deficits develop, firstly resulting in
decreasing growthrateand eventually indehydration ofalltissues.Apart from the changes in
water status,thephysiological functioning ofthe plants is affected at all organisational levels
(Table l.l).2'6'1 ' Here we concentrate only on the changes in water potential, though of
coursearangeofbiochemical andhormonal changesoccuraswell.1516
The uptake rate of water by the roots is closely coupled to transpiration. Usually, evaporation from the leaves is the main factor causing low pressure potentials in the root xylem.
Closingthe stomataand reducingthe leafarea,e.g. bywilting or leaf rolling canreduce water
loss due to evaporation. Stomatal closure is one of the first responses to water stress and
occurs as a result of turgor loss in the guard cells surrounding the stomata. The resulting
increase instomatal resistance leadstoanefficient decrease ofthetranspiration,which inturn
resultsinalowerwateruptakerate. 17
Another effect of drought is an almost immediate reduction of cell expansion. In many
species cell expansion isthe most sensitive to drought of all processes in the plant. The first
response to stress iscaused by adecrease inthe cell turgor so that the yield turgor cannotbe
overcome. Later on also metabolic changes and cell wall hardening can play a role in the
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growthreduction. Someplantscanmaintain growthbyincreasingtheosmoticpotential orcell
wallextensibility.18"20
In some experiments, when water becomes available after a short period of stress,
compensatory growthoccurssothatthenetcropyieldisnotreduced.21 Whenthewater stress
is prolonged, cell division can also be inhibited, thereby even further reducing the total
growthandeventually alsothecropyield.'
When water stress causes a decrease in cell turgor, often compensatory mechanisms like
osmotic adjustment occur. Usually a decrease in starch content and an increase in sugar and
ion concentrations are found. Also the distribution of the assimilation products of
photosynthesis over the various organs of the plant may change, which determines the
survival chanceofspecific partsofthe plant.615'21
Changes in the hydraulic tissue conductance may occur during stress to regulate the water
flow betweendifferent tissues.Membrane permeability for waterregulatesthe water transport
via the symplastic pathway (Fig. 1.2).Currently, there are two opposite views on the role of
membranepermeability during stress.Thefirst isthatthemembranes become less permeable
for watertopreserve asmuchwater aspossible withinthe cells.22'23The second isexactly the
opposite, i.e. the membrane permeability is increased to facilitate water movement towards
growing cellsorcriticaltissues.24'25
Currently, much attention is focussed on the role of aquaporins, or membrane water
channels, in the regulation of membrane permeability.26 Recent reports show that aquaporin
gene expression can be either upregulated or downregulated during stress, in agreement with
the two above-mentioned views, depending on the plant tissue or stress involved. These
findings indeed suggest that the membrane permeability could play a role in the hydraulic
conductance, thereby influencing all above mentioned processes; however, very little is
known aboutthe actual functioning oftheseproteins invivoduring stress.Oneofthegoalsof
our research was therefore to find a relation between the membrane permeability and NMR
parameters suchas T2andDapp, inordertoobservetissuehydraulics invivoduringstress.
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NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING
Some important principles are discussed here to provide a background for the rest of this
Thesis. For a more detailed introduction to NMR imaging we refer to various excellent
textbooks.2829
RELAXATION
Protons have anuclear magnetic moment denoted "spin", which ischaracterised bythe spin
quantum number / (V2 for protons). In the absence of an external magnetic field these
magnetic moments are randomly distributed in every direction. In the presence of such a
magnetic field, anew thermal equilibrium is achieved between the spins oriented parallel and
antiparallel to the magnetic field. This results in a net macroscopic magnetic moment, the
magnetisation (Mo), in the direction of the external field (z-axis). The individual spins are
precessing around the z-axis with the so-called Larmor frequency (co, rad s'1), which is
proportional totheexternal magneticfield(Bo, T):
co = yB0

[1.7]

where ^isthegyromagneticratio (4.2576 x 10 radT"1s" forprotons).
For NMR imaging, magnetic field gradients are applied in addition to the static magnetic
field BQ.Thus the actual magnetic field strength at the proton under observation depends on
itsposition (r),andtheLarmor frequency varieswiththelocationofthe spinsinthesample:
G>(r) = rB(r) = r(B0+Gr)

[1.8]

ThisresultsinatimedependentNMR signalS(t):
S(t) ~ JM0(r)exp(io)(r)t)dr

[1.9]

Fouriertransformation ofS(t)yieldsthedifferent frequencies present, andthereby the spatial
localisation of local magnetisation M$(r) inthe sample. By applying three different gradients
inallthreedirections,eachposition inthesampleisuniquely encoded.
Moisproportional to thetotal amount ofprotonspresent inthe sample.To be ableto detect
the magnetisation Mo, the magnetisation is rotated by 90° into the transverse plane (xy).
Immediately following this 90°pulse,the initial magnetisation level canbe detected. Intime,
the thermal equilibrium is restored, and the magnetisation vector returns to the z-axis. The
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characteristic time involved in this process is called the spin relaxation time. It can be
separated intotwodifferent components,thelongitudinal relaxationtime 7/ for therestoration
of the Movector along the z-axis, and the transverse relaxation time T2 for the decay of this
vectorinthexy-plane(Fig.1.3).
The protons in water molecules experience an intramolecular dipolar interaction between
both protons within the one and the same molecule, as well as an intermolecular interaction
withprotons ofneighbouring watermolecules.Both interactions fluctuate whenthemolecules
rotate ortranslate. Whentherotation correlation time of the molecules is short, asis the case
for free water molecules (re ~ 10"12 s), 7/ and T2 are approximately equal and relatively long
(~ 2 sec). Water close to macromolecules or to solid surfaces generally has slower tumbling
rates (rc ~ 10"12- 10"10s),which leads to a reduction in both relaxation times. For very slow
motion (TC>10_1 S), the transverse relaxation time T2 continues to decrease while the
longitudinal relaxation timeT\ increases again. Exchange ofprotonsbetween water and other
molecules suchassugarsandproteins alsoinfluences therelaxation times.Inbiological tissue
these principles determine the bulk relaxation times within compartments with different
properties, such as the vacuole, the protoplasm and the cell wall. At low magnetic field
strengths, the influence of chemical exchange is usually small as compared to the effect of
rotational correlationtimes.
In addition to these bulk processes, the transverse magnetisation isperturbed by small local
magnetic field differences, due to inhomogeneities in the main magnetic field, or due to the
presence of (paramagnetic) molecules that cause a local disturbance of the magnetic field.
Thisresultsina different (local) Larmorprecession frequency ofthe spins under observation
and thus in a loss of phase coherence of the individual spins. In turn, this results in a faster
decay of the Mo vector in the xy-plane. The corresponding apparent relaxation time is called
T2*to distinguish it from the real relaxation time 7y The loss of phase coherence can be
reversed bytheapplication ofa 180°pulse following theinitial 90°radiofrequency pulse.The
restoration of the sample magnetisation is called an echo. The amplitude of this echo is only
attenuated bytheintrinsictransverserelaxationprocess.
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Figure 1.3. Schematic representation of the nuclear resonance principle. The sample magnetisation M0arises
from the uneven distribution of the spins (thesmal arrows) between two different states, eitherparallel or antiparallel to the main magneticfield B0- The spins precess around the main magneticfield direction with the
Larmorfrequency oxAfter the application of a 90°pulse, the original distribution isshifted into the horizontal
plane andphase coherence isestablished (thespins are all aligned along the same axis). Theresult is a sample
magnetisation M±_. The spins return to the original distribution through Ti relaxation. The loss of phase
coherence is called T2 relaxation. Both processes occur simultaneously but are depicted separately in the
picture.

DIFFUSION

Upto now, the individual molecules were considered as stationary molecules. However, all
molecules inafluid are subject toBrownian motion. Theextent ofthismotiondependsonthe
temperature and the viscosity of the fluid. When an ensemble of molecules is followed in
time,themeandisplacement (x,m)showsa 4t dependence:
=V2dDt

[1.10]

where D is the bulk diffusion coefficient of the fluid (m2 s"1), t is the displacement time (s)
and d (= 1, 2, or 3) is the dimensionality of the diffusion displacement. The displacement
distribution of all spins shows a Gaussian behaviour. The mean displacement distance
increases with increasing displacement times as long as no boundaries are encountered. If
water experiences a barrier to diffusion, for example a cell membrane, the cell dimensions
determinethemaximum displacement.
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These boundary restrictions imply that the displacement distribution may no longer be
Gaussianandisgoingtodepend onthediffusion time.Consequently theexperimentsresultin
anapparent diffusion coefficient (Dapp), whichissmallerthanthe intrinsic D.
Dapp can be measured using a so-called pulsed field gradient (PFG) experiment. In this
experiment a sequence of two pulsed magnetic field gradients of equal magnitude but
opposite sign, separated by an interval A temporarily change the resonance frequency of the
observed spins as a function of the position of the spins (Eqn. 1.8). If the spins remain at
exactly the sameposition during this interval A,the effects ofthegradient pulses compensate
each other. However, as soon as translational motion occurs, the gradients do not exactly
compensate each other anymore and a phase shift occurs. Because diffusion is random in all
directions, no net phase shift results but the phase coherence is partially lost, resulting in
attenuation oftheecho amplitude. Theamount of this attenuation is determined bythe length
and amplitude of the gradient pulses, and by the mean translational distance travelled during
the interval A.The distance travelled depends on the bulk diffusion coefficient of the fluid in
thecompartment anditsdimensions.
N M R IMAGING OF HETEROGENEOUS SYSTEMS

In addition to the bulk properties mentioned in the previous paragraphs, exchange of
molecules between different compartments may take place, which affects all relaxation rates
and apparent diffusion coefficients. The mean time ittakes for aproton to diffuse to the next
compartment is determined by the molecular diffusion rate and by the size of the
compartment. Exchange canbe labelled as slowwhenthis diffusion time is slowcompared to
the relaxation rate in that compartment and fast if the opposite is true. In the first case, the
totalmagnetisation decay ismulti-exponential and consistsofthe sum ofthedecay curves for
the individual compartments. Inthe latter case,acommon single relaxation curve is observed
for the whole system. In the intermediate case, some form of multi-exponential behaviour is
found, but the different components reflect both the properties of the original compartments
and the exchange between them.28'30"34 The water exchange rate is determined by the
permeability of the membranes separating the compartments. This Thesis treats the relation
betweentheproperties oftheindividual compartments andtheresultingNMRparameters.
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MAIN RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1.HowcanweobtaincorrectparametersfromtheNMR data?
Chapter 2 of this Thesis describes several fitting procedures for relaxation decays.
Subsequently, in Chapters 5-7, the transverse relaxation times (72) are used to extract
quantitative information about cell dimensions and membrane permeabilities. Therefore,
correct data fitting is crucial. The effect of absolute data fitting is discussed and systematic
errorsareevaluated for different S/Nratios.Inaddition, somemore elaborate routines suchas
the useof squared data andphase correction schemes arediscussed and recommendations are
madefor optimalprocessingofthe imagingdata.
2. What isthetheoreticalrelationbetweentheproperties oftheindividual compartments ina
multi-compartmentsystem andtheNMRresultsfor thesystemasawhole?
In Chapter 3a numerical model is introduced with which both relaxation and diffusion can
be modelled for cylindrical geometries. Several cases are presented, using this model,
demonstrating how the combination of relaxation and diffusion enhances the separation of
different fractions andenablesabetterunderstanding ofthesimulated system.
Chapter 4is anextension of Chapter 3.Here the same cylindrical model is used to evaluate
the effect of exchange between compartments in a model plant cell with several cell
compartments onthe observed T2 and Dapp. Different systems with increasing complexity are
investigated to verify whether the original properties of the system, such as radius, bulk
diffusivity and membrane permeability, can be retrieved. Finally, this Chapter discusses the
optimal strategytoobtainuseful physiological information from realheterogeneous systems.
3.Is itpossible tointerpretNMRstudiesofdroughtstressinplants intermsoftheproperties
of(sub-)cellularcompartments, inparticularthemembranepermeabilityandcellsize?
In Chapter 5 the effect of moderate drought stress on the stem growth and on the water
uptake is discussed. Furthermore, a linear relation between the relaxation rate and cell
dimensions ispresented and verified experimentally. Theproportionality coefficient isrelated
tothemembrane permeability.
Chapter 6further elaborates onthe causes of the changes in relaxation rates during drought
stress inpearl millet. Additional techniques, such as Scanning Electron Microscopy, are used
to conclude that changes in relaxation rates are caused by an increase of the membrane
permeability duringstress.
Chapter 7 reports the results of MRI experiments of maize and pearl millet plants during
severe drought stress. T2 measurements are used to interpret the stress response in terms of
cell sizeandwaterre-allocationbetweentissues.
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Finally, in Chapter 8 the results from the previous Chapters are combined and general
discussion pointsandconclusions aregiven.
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EVALUATION OF ALGORITHMS
FOR THE ANALYSIS OF
NMR RELAXATION DECAY CURVES

Quantitative processing of NMR relaxation images depends on the characteristicsof the
usedfitting algorithm. Therefore severalcommonfitting algorithmsare comparedfor decay
curveswithlowsignal-to-noise ratios.Theuseofmagnitude datayields anon-zerobase line,
andisshowntoresultinanoverestimation ofthedecaytime. A simplebaselinecorrection is
no solution since thisyields an equally large underestimationdue to overcorrectionofthe
first part ofthecurve.Theuseofsquareddatadoesyield reliable results,butonlyinthe case
of monoexponentialdecays. The bestfitting algorithm under all experimentallyoccurring
conditionsturnsoutto be usingrealdataafterphase correction. Aphase correction scheme
isproposed,which applies to all imaging experimentsfor which thephase of thepixels is
constantovertheechotrain.Thisschemeisvalidatedfor aphantomandfor atulipbulb.

INTRODUCTION
Most biological tissues exhibit multiple T2 components in the range from 1to over 1000
milliseconds, which canbe measured in a single T2 imaging experiment.1'2 Depending onthe
relaxation time within a pixel, the sampling of the decay curve will vary considerably, and
will not be optimal inall cases. The actual contrast inthe image can be severely reduced due
tothe dataprocessingroutine,especially inthe caseoflowsignal-to-noise (S/N)ratios,which
occur often in NMR imaging experiments. Moreover, the need for quantitative T2values
increases nowthat quantitative relaxation times have been used in plant science3'4 as well as
inmedical applications, e.g. to measure the degree ofmyelination in nerves, to calculate the
effective doseinradiotherapy6 ortomonitortheprogression ofmuscular dystrophy.7
Raw NMR relaxation data, obtained by quadrature detection, consist of a real and an
imaginary part, which arecorrupted byuncorrelated Gaussian distributed noise.After Fourier
transformation, the complex data still have a Gaussian noise component because of the
orthogonality of the Fourier transform. However, in MRI commonly the magnitude image is
calculated from the real and imaginary part, resulting in anoise distribution that is no longer
Gaussian, butRician.8Asaresult, thetype ofdataprocessing routine influences theresultsof
decaycurve fitsfromtheechointensitiesobtained inaT2measurement.
Thispaper compares anumber ofpublished dataprocessing routines usingthe magnitude of
the echoes, only the real part of the data, or methods to reduce the bias caused by Rician
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noise, e.g.baseline correction,9 or power analysis. ' Maximum likelihood methods are not
taken into account in this paper, but similar problems with low signal-to-noise echoes have
beenreported for thesealgorithms.12'13
Using real data for the analysis, the image has to be phase-corrected first to transfer the
signal tothereal channel. A simple linear phase correction isnot always satisfying; therefore
weintroduce anewapproach,i.e. pixel-by-pixel phasecorrection oftheechoes.
The various methods are used to fit artificially generated decay curves as well as
experimental NMR imaging data. A comparison is made between the methods for various
decay times and S/Nratios, both for single exponential and multiexponential behaviour. The
importance ofusingacorrect algorithm isdemonstrated for T2 images of aphantom and for a
tulipbulb.

THEORY
ForNMR imaging relaxation time measurements, a data set is acquired which consists of a
complex, decaying signal for every pixel in the image. The number of echoes that can be
acquired determines thenumber ofdatapoints inthedecay curve.Thetrue signal iscorrupted
bynoise,causingavariation around boththereal andthe imaginaryparts ofthedecay curves.
According to Henkelman1 and Miller and Joseph, in the ideal case of Gaussian noise in
both the real and imaginary channel, the complex signal after Fourier transformation can be
describedby
S = [(Ar+£-,(0,o))+ i(4, + £)(0,<T))],

[2.1]

where Sisthetotal signal,Ar andAt arethe real and imaginary components ofthetrue signal
respectively, and £ri(0,a) is the Gaussian distributed noise with zero mean and standard
deviation o.1
In the case of phase-coherent measurements of the echo train,2 it is possible to adjust the
phase variation over the image mathematically by applying zero- and first-order phase
corrections over the image for even and odd echoes separately, thus storing the true signal
intensity and noise inthe real channel, leaving only noise in the imaginary channel. Then the
signal intherealandimaginary channel,respectively, canbewrittenas
Sr=A +s(0,a) and S> =<0,a).

[2.2]
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Inthiscase,theaverage signaloveraregionofinterestisgivenby
<Sr>=A

and

<S,-> = 0,

[2.3]

implyingthattheimaginary component canbediscarded inthedecayanalysis.
However, it is common practice to use the magnitude signal to analyse the decay curves,
because of severe phase distortions, or non-coherent phase variation in the echo train, or
simplyoutofconvenience.Bydoingso,thephaseinformation isdiscarded and aRiciannoise
level isintroduced withanon-zero average.
Themagnitude signal \S\ canbedescribed as
\S\ =[(Ar+eA.0,o)f +{At+ s,(0,G)f]m
= [A2+24,£.(0,a) +2A,Ei(0,a) + 2£-r,,(0,a)2]1/2

[2.4]

andthecorresponding averagemagnitude signalis
<|S|> =[^2+2<£(0,a)2>]1/2

[2.5]

When no true signal is present (A is zero), the noise distribution tends to a Rayleigh
distribution with an average value of [2<s(0,a) >]' that is linearly related to the noise
standard deviation by G^IZ/2 » 1.253a,10 resulting in a non-zero base line in the decay
curve. Though the noise is Rician distributed, Gudbjartsson and Patz6 showed that the
distribution ofnoiseisnearly Gaussian for S/N ratioslargerthan2.
Sometimes a simple baseline subtraction of 1.253c is used to compensate for this bias.
Because of the non-linear magnitude calculation, however, (see Eqn. 2.5), this subtraction
causesanovercompensation ofthenoisefor high S/N levels.
Another method to overcome biases dueto a non-zero base line, i.e.the use of power data,
was suggested by Miller and Joseph10 and McGibney and Smith11 independently. According
toEqn.2.5,theaveragepower signalis
<|S|2> =A2 +2<£(0,cr)2>

[2.6]

Now the noise is simply additive to the power signal and can be corrected by a subtraction
oftheaveragenoiselevel.
The signal for every echo point in the T2 decay can be described as a function of the echo
timeby

U[
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S(t)=S0exp(-t/T2),

[2.7]

where /is«*TE, nisthe echonumber and TE isthe inter-echo time. When usingpower data
the signalbecomes
S2(0 =So2 exp(-2t/T2),

[2.8]

implying that the fitted T2 value for power data is half the input T2 value and the fitted
amplitude isthepowerofthetruevalue.
However, this power routine is only valid for monoexponential relaxation. Most biological
samples are heterogeneous even within a single pixel, implying multi-exponential or nonexponential behaviour of the decay. In this case the resulting decay can be considered to
consistofanumber ofdecayswithdifferent relaxationtimes T2i„:

S,o,(0=2X„exp(-//r2,„).

P-9]

0

The results for real data and magnitude data (Eqn. 2.3 and 2.5) apply to multiexponential
decays as well. When using squared data however, the fitted T2values can deviate
considerably duetothenon-linear power operation, yielding anSl0,(t) that consistsnot onlyof
the n squared input exponentials but also of a number of cross terms, thus introducing n\l2
newexponentials.
The theory above already showed that using only the real part of the signal yields the most
correct input data for fitting in the case of heterogeneous samples. However, in practice a
simple linear phase correction of the echo images is not always possible. Therefore, we
developed a new processing algorithm for experiments where the phase over the echoes is
severely distorted. Inthis case,zero and first orderphase corrections do not suffice to correct
thephase deviations over the image plane.Becausethese phaseproblems areoften caused by
systematic errors as susceptibility artefacts or gradient and/or RF inhomogeneities, the phase
deviations are constant over the entire echotrain, although they may be different for odd and
even echoes. Therefore, our algorithm is based on calculation of the phase of every pixel for
the first and second echo images. These phase surfaces are used to correct all the following
oddandevenechoes intheechotrain asfollows:
acorr(2n)= atan[(^(2») + £-,(0,CT))/(Ar(2n)+£r(0,a))]
-atan[(A(0) + £>(0,cr))/(Ar(0) + sr(0,a))]
= («(2«)+ ^0,cT))-(a(0) +aO,a)),

[2.10a]
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and
cw(2«+l) = atan[(^,{2«+l)+£;(0,o))/(AJ2n+l) + £AQ,o))]
-atan[(4(l) +s(0,ti))/(Atf) + s(0,o))]
= (a(2»+l) + £a(0,(T))- (a(l) +eb(0,a)),

[2.10b]

where acorr(ri) isthecorrected phaseofapixel inthe«' echoimage and a(0) that ofthesame
pixelinthefirst echoimage.£a(0,a) istheGaussian distributed noiseoverthephaseangle.
Thecomplex signalfor every echointheechotraincanthenbecalculated perpixelby
SCorr(n) = [(cOSiOcorrin)) • \S\) + i(sin(OCcorrin)) . |S|)]

[2.11]

Byusingthispixel-by-pixel phasecorrection,thefirst andsecondechoareinfact magnitude
images,buttherest ofthe echoes show anormal Gaussiannoise distribution, with zeromean.
To improve the phase correction for low S/Npixels in the image, a Gaussian smoothing can
beappliedtothecalculated phaseimagetoeliminatephasevarianceduetonoise.

METHODS
Toevaluatetheperformance oftheprocessing algorithms,complex data setswere generated
consisting of decay curves of 128points with 1msecho spacing in the real channel, with 16
different decaytimesvarying from 3.3 msto 1s,resulting in a series of decays with varying
amountsofbaselinesampled (Fig.2.1).

0.2

Figure 2.1. Thesimulated decaycurves thatwere usedfor fitting.
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Toboththereal and the imaginary components of each decay curve random Gaussian noise
with 16different amplitudes was added, resulting in a series of complex decay curves with a
root mean square (RMS) noise level of 0to 7.5%of So,the signal intensity at / = 0, in both
channels. For all conditions a Monte Carlo simulation was performed with 64 trials, from
whichtheaverage andthe standard deviation ofthefitresultsforSoandT^were determined.
For the T2fit a least square fit routine without weighting factors was performed using
Interactive Data Language (RSI, Boulder, Colorado, USA), based on the MarquardtLevenberg algorithm.15 Themagnitude andpower datawerecomputed inaccordance withthe
theory described above. The baseline correction was done by calculating the standard
deviationa for thelastpart oftheshortest decay for every noise level andusingthisvalue for
all decay curves of the corresponding noise level. For our pixel-by-pixel phase correction
scheme first a linear phase correction was done inthe frequency domain in orderto get most
of the signal inthe real channel. Next a broad (10 xsignal width) Gaussian convolution was
doneinthetimedomaintosmooththephasedatatoobtain acorrectphase adjustment for low
S/N pixels as well. After Fourier transformation back into the frequency domain, the phase
perpixelwascalculated for phasecorrection oftheentireechotrain.
Thechi-square for eachindividualcurvewasdetermined from
«=128

Xfc-S.O/aJ
y2=—
1

[2.12]
128

where S/jisthe fit result for point i,Siisthe input data point and o"i is the standard deviation
for thatpoint.
To simulate abiological system, curves were generated which consisted ofthe sum of three
exponential components. The values for the exponentials were chosen in accordance with
earlier results for multi-exponential relaxation in apple tissue that yielded 3 relaxation times
of 330, 100and 20 ms, which could be assigned to water in the vacuole, the cytoplasm and
the cell wall / extra cellular space respectively.4 The relative amplitudes of these three
fractions were 0.75,0.18and0.07.
Aphantom and atulip bulb were used to demonstrate the effect of the procedures on a real
experiment. For all measurements a0.5 T S.M.I.S. imaging system (S.M.I.S.,Guildford, UK)
was used with a Doty probe (Doty Scientific Inc., Columbia, South Carolina, USA). A
modified CPMGexperiment wasusedtoobtainthe data.2 Thephantom consisted of sixtubes
filled with different MnCl2 solutions, which varied in IIT2values from 185 s" to less than
0.62 s"1.The data were acquired with TR = 1500 ms and TE = 4.6 ms. A 128x 128 image
matrix was obtained with a 55 mm field of view and a slice thickness of 3 mm. For every
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pixel 46echoeswere acquired. Tocompare imageswithdifferent S/N ratios,anoisy imageof
the phantom was obtained by decreasing the slice thickness to 0.75 mm, yielding an average
noise level over the image of approximately 20%, compared to about 5% noise for the S/N
image of a 3mm slice. For the tulip bulb the average noise level was 10%noise for the first
echo.

RESULTS A N D DISCUSSION
First the monoexponential decay curves were analysed using the four algorithms described
previously. To visualise the accuracy of the algorithms, the results are presented as the fitted
valuesfor theamplitude and IIT2 dividedbytheinputvaluesAin and IITIMAs can be seen in Figs. 2.2A and 2.3A, using the real data yields no bias for either the
amplitude or the IIT2of the decay curves. As an additional treat, the signal in the imaginary
channel can be discarded. Thus, the S/N ratio of the data points near the noise level is
significantly improved compared tothemagnitude data,resulting inmore accuratefits.
For the magnitude data a consistent error is made for input decay curves that are sampled
until the base line (Figs. 2.2B and 2.3B). The lower the S/N ratio and the more base line is
sampled, the larger the bias is.For the two longest IIT2 decay curves,which have only a few
datapointscontaining signal,thefitresults showverylargedeviations becausethebaselineis
fitted for the lower S/N ratios. For completely sampled decay curves with a reasonable
amount of signal-containing data points, a rule of the thumb is that the negative bias of the
fitted IIT2valueisabout 3%perpercentnoisefor thefirstecho(Fig.2.3B,curves 7-14).
Usinga simplebase linecorrection doesnot solvetheproblem. Ascanbe seeninFig.2.2C,
the underestimation ofthe amplitude is almost linear with the noise level and independent of
the relaxation time, a deviation that is caused bythe subtraction of the base line ofthe initial
part of the decay curve. In this case the fitted I/T2 is too high (Fig. 2.3C), and the curves
withoutbaselinealso deviatefrom thetrue values.Themaximum errorin 7/72for completely
relaxed decays with 7.5%noise is 25%.In general, the bias made using this algorithm isjust
aslargeasfor themagnitude data,onlyinthiscasethe IIT2valuesare overestimated.
In contrast to the previous two algorithms, the power algorithm yields unbiased results for
boththe IIT2 andtheamplitude (Figs.2.2Dand2.3D).
Theaverage chi-square values for boththe real andthepowerfitwere 1.0for all curvesand
all noise levels (Fig. 2.4), indicating a perfect fit. Both the magnitude fit and the base-line
corrected magnitude fit showanincreased chi-square value,thoughthedeviations for thefirst
are far worse because in this case the curve is no longer mono-exponential due to the base
line.For all fit procedures,the standard deviation overthe 64curves pernoise level increased
withincreasingnoiselevel.
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Figure 2.2.Amplitudefitsfor different algorithms.
Figure2.3. 1/T2fitsfor different algorithms.
Thenumbers along the horizontal axis indicate the 16decay curves that were used,with increasing 1/T2 values
from left to right. The 16datapoints shownfor each decay curve are the different noise levels, increasing from
left to rightfrom 0 to 7.5%RMS noisefor the first echo of the decay. Every datapoint isthe mean of 64 fits. A.
real data; B. magnitude data; C.magnitude datawithbase line correction; D.power data.
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Figure 2.4. The average chi-square valuesfor the 1/T2fits in Fig. 2.3. The numbers along the horizontal axis
indicate the 16 decay curves that were used,with increasing 1/T2 valuesfrom left to right. The 16data points
shownfor each decay curve arethe different noise levels, increasingfrom left torightfrom 0to 7.5%RMS noise
for thefirst echo of the decay. Every datapoint is the mean of 64 curves. A. real data; B. magnitude data; C.
magnitude data with baseline correction;D.power data.

Betweenthefit procedures,however,thestandard deviation forthe samedatasetdidnot differ
more than 10%, again indicating that the biases are systematic. In general, the standard
deviation fortherealfitsofcompletely sampled curveswasslightly (< 10%)lower,duetothe
improved S/N ratiofor datapointclosetothenoiselevel.
Of course the use of monoexponential decays is a rather academic approach. In the case of
multiexponential behaviour additional problems arise with respect to fitting the decay curve.
Thispaper dealswiththecaseofT2 decayswitha S/N ratiotoopoortogetmeaningful results
from a multiexponential fit. This implies that a monoexponential non-linear least square fit
yields a T2 value which has no physical meaning and which is dependent on the part of the
decay curveused for theanalysis.Itisobviousthatthecalculated decaytimebecomes smaller
when only thefirstpart of the curve is used for analysis. When the signal used is completely
relaxed at the end of the curve, the fit results remain constant. This indicates that a
comparison of fit results is only valid when all decay curves used are measured completely,
i.e. until the signal intensity becomes comparable to the noise level. The question whether a
monoexponential analysis is the best procedure to evaluate these signals is beyond the scope
ofthispaper.
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Fig. 2.5 shows that the real, the magnitude and the base line corrected magnitude data
analysis yield similar results as for monoexponential decays. Thepower algorithm, however,
yieldsmuchhigher IIT2values,even inthe ideal casewhennonoise ispresent.As mentioned
in the theory, this deviation is dueto the cross-terms that are generated by squaring multiple
exponents, resulting in extra decay terms with a much shorter T2 value that cause a decrease
ofthecalculated relaxation time.Thisbiasincreaseswhenthedifferent exponentials ofwhich
thedecay iscomposed contributemoreequallytothesignal.

0

2

4

6

noise level (%)
Figure 2.5. The1/T2fit ofa multi-exponential decay as aJunction of theRMS noise level. Every datapoint is the
mean of 64fits. • real data;m magnitude data;A magnitude datawith base line correction; «power data.
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Tubel

174.9

3.041

185.5

194.1

Tube2

99.77

14.47

124.0

107.3

Tube3

33.17

26.19

34.12

33.85

Tube4

16.41

15.30

16.68

16.74

Tube5

8.169

8.042

8.411

8.398

Tube6

0.6154

0.6416

0.6270

0.6960

Table2.1. TheI/T2resultsfor magnitude andpixel-by-pixel phase corrected data of aphantom,for two different
S/N ratios.
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As a demonstration of the errors that can occur, images of six phantom tubes containing
different MnCb solutions were obtained with both high and low S/N ratios. The data were
analysed using either the magnitude data or the pixel-by-pixel phase-corrected data. As
expected, for thelong IIT2valuesthemagnitude fit wassystematically lower for the5%noise
data, and yielded completely erroneous results when the noise level increased to 20%(Table
2.1). The decays of the tubes 5and 6were not sampled into the baseline, which explains the
correctvaluesfor themagnitude fit inthesecases.
Asafinal testtheechoimagesofatulipbulbwereused.As canbe seen inFig.2.6,thephase
of the first echo image varies strongly over the image, showing the largest deviations in the
pit and at the outer skirt of the bulb. For the data analysis three algorithms were used: the
magnitude images,therealdataafter alinearphasecorrectionandtherealimagesobtainedby
our pixel-by-pixel phase correction scheme. Using the magnitude data yield pit IIT2values
that are 23% smaller than those obtained for the pixel-by-pixel phase-corrected data (Fig.
2.7A). The outer skirts show a less severe deviation (12%) due to the smaller IIT2values in
the skirts. Using a linear phase correction does not cause significant 7/72errors, because a
consistent phase deviation over the echo train does not alter the decay shape. The signal
amplitude, however, is decreased, because part of the signal intensity remains in the
imaginary channel. In this example, this effect can be observed most clearly in the top left
corneroftheamplitude image(seearrowinFig.2.7B).

Figure 2.6. Phase image of a tulip
bulb. The image is thefirst echo out
of a CPMG echotrain of46echoes.

Figure2.7. Fitted signal amplitudes and I/T2valuesfor a tulip
bulb. A. magnitude data; B. linearphase correction; C. pixelby-pixelphase correction.
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CONCLUSIONS
The use of magnitude data yields an overestimation of decay times, especially for low S/N
ratios, because of the non-zero noise level. The bias increases with decreasing S/N ratio and
can be as large as three times the relative noise level. A simple linear base line correction is
no solution, for this algorithm results in too low T2 values and amplitudes with comparable
errors asthemagnitude algorithm. Toavoid biases for magnitude data, itis suggested to chop
off the decay curve when the S/N ratio becomes less than 2. However, by doing this the
accuracy of the fit is decreased as well, as less data points are used for fitting. Moreover, for
multiexponential decaysothererrorsareintroduced becausethe decay curveisnot completely
sampled. The use of power data can be a solution to the noise problem, but this method is
onlyvalid for monoexponential relaxationcurves.
Since the magnitude and base line corrected magnitude algorithms are S/N ratio dependent,
these algorithms should be interpreted with special care. A theoretical illustration of the
implications of this fact is a biological sample where a calculated change in decay times can
be caused either byphysiological changes or by changes inthe S/N ratio, e.g.due to a probe
tuning drift in time. Another example is the use of amplitude and T2 images to select
homogeneous regions for further analysis. Inthe case of varying S/N ratios between regions,
the amplitudes and T2 values per pixel will show a different bias when magnitude data are
used,resultinginimperfect selections.
Whenever possible it is recommended to use real data for decay analysis, for this method
yields the best T2 values independent of the noise level and the number of exponentials of
which the decay is composed. Even when the phase correction is not perfect, the fitted
relaxation times will be correct, although in this case the signal amplitudes are
underestimated. When comparing data from literature one should be aware of the algorithm
used. Therefore, it is necessary to mention the analysis algorithm and the S/N ratio in every
paper. Once the analysis algorithm, the S/N ratio and the curve sampling are known, at least
anestimation ofthebiascanbemade from the simulationspresentedhere.
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MODELLING OF SELF-DIFFUSION AND RELAXATION
TIME NMR IN MULTI-COMPARTMENT SYSTEMS
WITH CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY

A numericalmodelof restricteddiffusionand magnetisation relaxationbehaviourinPFGCPMGNMR experiments,based on Fick's second law of diffusion, has been extendedfor
two-dimensionaldiffusion insystemswith concentriccylindricalcompartments separatedby
permeable -walls. Thismodel is applicableto a widerange of (cellular)systems andallows
the explorationof temporalandspatialbehaviourof the magnetisationwith andwithoutthe
influence of gradient pulses. Numerical experiments have been performed to show the
correspondence between the obtained results and previously reported studies and to
investigate the behaviour of the apparent diffusion coefficients for themulti-compartment
systemswithplanar andcylindricalgeometry.The resultsclearlydemonstrate the importance
ofmodellingtwo-dimensionaldiffusioninrelationtotheeffectofrestrictions, permeabilityof
themembranesandthebulkrelaxationwithinthecompartments.

INTRODUCTION
Bothpulsedfieldgradient NMRandrelaxation timemeasurements arewidelyusedtoprobe
the molecular displacements of liquid molecules and the geometry of the microstructures
containing them in porous and biological media.1"4 In such systems the measured
displacements and observed relaxation times contain information about the diffusivity within
the compartments, the dimensions of the compartments, and the exchange between these
compartments through semi-permeable membranes.5"14 If diffusion takes place in
compartments separated by permeable membranes, as is the situation for most biological
cells, the membrane permeability and differences in (bulk) relaxation times within the
compartments strongly affect the shape of the signal attenuation plot (SAP) or the q-space
spectrum andthustheapparent diffusion coefficient D*.Especiallytheeffect ofdifferences in
bulkrelaxation onD*hashardly beentakenintoconsideration inliterature,butclearly cannot
beignored.2'9'1114
Combining diffusion and relaxation time measurements and analysis, also called Diffusion
Analysis by Relaxation Time Separation (DARTS),5'13 yields more detailed insight in the
behaviour of the different liquid ensembles and the microstructure.101215"18 However, for
further improvement oftheexperimental set-upand analysis,and for abetterunderstanding of
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the complex molecular behaviour, we require adequate mathematical models to evaluate the
effect ofdiffusion andrelaxation ontheobservedNMRsignal.
Among the broad spectrum of the reported modelling approaches, three ways are clearly
distinguishable. The first approach is an analytical solution of the given partial differential
equation for acertain combination ofthe initial and boundary conditions.11'19 Despite the fact
that in this way solutions in a closed form are obtained, the number of analytically treated
configurations is limited. Another approach consists of the detailed reproduction of every
molecular movement and transformation using simulation methods.20'21 The position and
orientation of every spin should be calculated for every time step, thus allowing the most
extraordinary system configurations, but software implementation of suchprocedures maybe
very time-consuming even for simple configurations on powerful workstations. The
compromise way of action is based on the numerical solution of the partial differential
equation with respect to spin magnetisation.6'914 This approach ensures, on the one hand,
reasonable speed of calculations and, on the other hand, the possibility to investigate rather
complicated configurations. These models are generally based on the different evaluations of
Fick's second law of diffusion.22 In this way, a variety of systems with complicated
configurations can be modelled by simply defining appropriate initial and boundary
conditions, combined with a proper description of the shape of the pulsed magnetic field
gradients.11'19
Previously, we reported a numerical model to simulate the combined diffusion and
magnetisation relaxation behaviour in NMR experiments for planar geometries.9 However,
more realistic models should, of course, take into account the (concentric) cylindrical
symmetry of many biological objects. In this paper, an attempt to expand that model to
incorporate two-dimensional diffusion is undertaken. Doing so, the effect of restricted
diffusion and the possibility to circumvent a diffusion barrier by two-dimensional diffusion
can be investigated. The approach is based on the numerical solution of Fick's diffusion
equationincylindrical coordinates.Wealsodemonstratetheagreement oftheobtained results
withresultsthatwerereported previously for cylindrical geometries.

THEORY
A two-dimensional system is considered that consists of a set of concentric cylindrical
compartments, each surrounded by a membrane (Fig. 3.1). The z'-th compartment is
characterised byanintrinsicrelaxation timeTtand diffusion constantZ), aswell asbyaradius
Riand permeabilities /?,./ and pt for the inner and outer membrane, except for the innermost
compartment whereonlyanoutermembrane ispresent.
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Figure3.1. Structure of multicompartment systemswith cylindrical andplanar geometries.

The two-dimensional spin magnetisation density S{r,<p,t) can be described in cylindrical
coordinates by the following differential equation based on Fick's second law of diffusion,
includingtheeffect ofrelaxation: 22

+

^4W^l i(^^l-W
at

rar [

or

J r dtp[

[31]

ocp J T\r,(p)

where D(r,<p) and T(r,cp) are the diffusion coefficient and relaxation time, respectively, as a
function ofthe radius andangle.Diffusion andrelaxation are assumed tobeconstant within a
particular compartment, but may differ for different compartments. Eqn. 3.1 should be
supplemented by a proper set of initial and boundary conditions. Magnetisation attime t = 0
takesthe form:

S{r,(p,t\^=f{r,(p)

[3.2]

where fir, (p) is the spin magnetisation density at time t = 0. The permeability p of the
membranes is accounted for by boundary conditions in two dimensions and is formulated
analogously tothe one-dimensional case.9Forthe internal and external membranes ofthey-th
compartment, onecanthenwrite:
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Si <P,t

P\sj^Rp<pj)-sXR),<pA=D{RJ,<pf

^

'

[3.3]

where Sj(r,<p,t) = S(r,<p,t), when re[Rj.i,Rj] ,j=\,...,n, Rg=Q and n is the number of compartments.Theouterborderofthesystemischaracterised by:

S„+XR„,<P,t)= F(})

[3.4]

whereF(t)istheouterspinmagnetisation attime-step t.
The numerical solution of Eqn. 3.1 with the initial condition Eqn. 3.2 and boundary
conditions Eqn. 3.3 is based on the transformation of Eqn. 3.1 to an equation in finite
differences accordingtoanimplicit scheme:
AtS'' +x

Kf=K,^=rk^+^J-
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AtS

[3.5]

27,

where Spq = S\rp,q>q,tm), and the indexes m, p and qdenotetime step,radius stepand angle
step, respectively; ^ 2 and 0* are the finite differences of the second order with respect to
radius and angle, respectively. The finite difference scheme of Eqn. 3.5 shows how spin
magnetisation density atthenexttime step Sp+q=S[rp,<pq,tm +At) iscalculated from the spin
magnetisation density at the previous time step Spq =S\r ,<p ,tm) via spin magnetisation
densityatthehalfofthenexttimestep S"*/1

=s(rp,pq,tm+At/2).

Assuming that the diffusion coefficient is independent on the angle (D(r,<p)=D(r)), the
radial finite difference ^S1" canbeexpressedas:

D2
^s™=-nr\Ar
p^

fe,-S;J+ZV*
V

2

^

!1- £ Ar• fcu-S;J [3.6]
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andfor theangle finite difference <j>tS'" ,oneobtains:
2 c"w

<l>lS,PA

Dps;,q+l-2Dps;,q+pps;^
r2A<p2

[3.7]

where Dp = D(rp), and Arand A<pare the radius and angle steps, respectively. The relaxation
time T(r,<p) isassumedtobeindependent oftheangle qr. T(r,<p) = T(r),Tp= T(rp).
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Substituting Eqns. 3.6 and 3.7 in Eqn. 3.1 according to the numerical scheme of Eqn. 3.5
yields after some transformations two sets of tridiagonal linear algebraic equations:
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M+1

The solutions of the tridiagonal sets 3.8 and 3.9 can be obtained by the Gauss elimination
method.

Normally, it is supposed that the diffusion coefficient Dp and the intrinsic

relaxation time Tp is constant within one compartment Dp-y2 = Dp+y2 = Dp =D(rp) =Dj, Tp =
T(rp) =Tjwhen re[Rj.i,Rj],j=l,...,«,

and each membrane is treated as additional compartment

of the length Arwith the diffusion coefficient PjAr.u
To account for the influence of magnetic field gradient pulses as used in PFG measurements,
differential equation 3.1 takes the form:24

dt

rdt [

dr

J r dq> {

dr

J
[3.10]

iyg(t)rcos(<p)-

S{r,q>,t)
T{r,<p),

where g(t) describes the sequence of magnetic field gradient pulses as a function of time, and
/•isthe gyromagnetic ratio. In our case,g(t) is a pair of magnetic field gradient pulses with the
identical amplitude G, duration 8 and opposite polarity; the distance between the leading
edges of the gradient pulses is A. The gradient pulses are applied along the polar axis
direction (i.e., across a diameter).
The finite difference scheme can be directly applied for the numerical solution of the
differential equation. 23 However, when the strength of the gradient pulses is high, the phase
difference between adjacent positions can be very large and in that case it is impossible to get
sufficient accuracy with reasonable values for the time and space steps. In this case it is
practicable to solve linear sets 3.8 and 3.9, assuming that there are no gradient pulses, and
then perform the correction for the influence of the gradient pulses, multiplying the obtained
solution S*(rp,<pq,tm) by a factor, characterising the influence of the gradient pulses: 4

cm+K
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s{rP'<Pq,tm)=S'{rp,<pq,tm)txp{i^(tmypCOs{<pq))

[3.11]

SOFTWAREIMPLEMENTATION

The presented two-dimensional numerical model wasimplemented inC++asanextension
of the one-dimensional model9 and inherits all advantages of that model. The time of
modelling for particular two-dimensional configurations as given in Results are based on
calculations on a Pentium III 550 MHz. The simulations typically yield an array of
magnetisation spin density as it develops in time and space for a given value of the pulsed
field gradient amplitude. Several ofthese arrays canbe compressed into a two-dimensional
data set,containing thePFGandrelaxation development ofthe entire system. Random noise
was generated during the simulations to avoid fitting problems, so that in all simulations a
S/Nof10,000wasreached.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
COMPARISON WITHOTHER MODELS

Several computations have been performed to show the correspondence between the
presented numerical model andanumber of analytically solved models that were published
earlier. Although spatial information is available as output of the model, all results shown
herearebasedontheoverall decaycurves.
We started with a simulation ofmulti-exponential relaxation behaviour inthe well-known
Brownstein-Tarr model for a planar and a cylindrical system, without gradient pulses.
According to their theory, multi-exponential relaxation arises as a consequence of an
eigenvalue problem associated with the size and shape of a cell with biologically relevant
dimensions; theintensity anddecay times ofthese exponentials canbe calculated from the
analytical equations. Tomodel theBrownstein-Tarr system, wesimulated a single planaror
cylindrical compartment with aradius Ri=25um, adiffusion coefficient Z)/=2 x 10"9m2 s'1
and an intrinsic relaxation time of 2 s. The relative permeability M = p\R\ID\ of the
boundaries was varied between M = 0.001 and M = 1000. The data were fitted with
SPLMOD,26using five discrete exponentials, ofwhich thelargest three areplotted inFigure
3.2 (symbols). Modelling using 3000 time steps, 500 space steps and 90 angle steps took
approximately 12minutes.Theresults showanexcellent agreement between theBrownsteinTarr theory (lines) and our first exponential (I0, T0). The second and third components
correspond well to the theory for higher intensities. For very low intensities of these
components (M< 0.5),therelaxation timesshow somedeviationsduetofitting errors.
The results ofthe PFGpart of the simulations were verified by comparing them withthe
Callaghan model, which describes spin behaviour within a confined compartment with
closed orpermeable boundaries. This model uses anarrow pulse approximation, whichwas
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approached by using a very short gradient pulse (<?= 0.1 ms) with a high gradient strength.
The simulated system was again a single compartment with a closed or partially permeable
boundary (fl ; = 2 x 10"9 m2 s"1, Ri =20 urn and pi - 0 or pi =2R\ID\). Relaxation was
eliminated by defining infinitely large intrinsic T2 values. Echo attenuation plots obtained by
the Callaghan model (solid line) and the present one (symbols) are shown in Fig. 3.3, for
planar (A,B) and cylindrical geometries (C,D) and open (A, C) or closed boundaries (B,D).
The echo attenuation is plotted as a function of (2TT)AygS.R\. Expressed in multiples of
if,2/-D,, the observation time Ais respectively 0.2, 0.5, 1.0 or 2.0. The results clearly show
that our model corresponds excellently to the Callaghan model. Calculation time was 9
minuteswhenusing64gradient steps,400spacestepsand36anglesteps.
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Figure 3.2. A. Relative intensity of thefirst three modes of relaxation as afunction of the relative membrane
permeability M =piRJD\ . TheBrownstein-Tarr results are depicted as lines (stripedfor theplanar and solid
for the cylindrical geometry), whereas ourresults areplotted withsquare symbolsfor theplanar geometry, and
open circlesfor the cylindrical geometry. Note the change ofscalefor the h andI2 curves. B. Decay time of the
first threemodes of relaxation.
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(27i)1Yg5*R,
Figure 3.3. Signal attenuationplots of the Callaghan model (lines) and thepresent model (symbols)for a onecompartment system Expressed inmultiples of R^/Dl, the observation timeAisrespectively 0.2, 0.5, 1.0or 2.0
from bottom to top. A. Planar geometry andfully reflective membranes. B. Planar geometry and partially
permeable membranes (p\R]I Dt =2). C. Cylindrical geometry andfully reflective membranes. D. Cylindrical
geometry andpartially permeable membranes (p\R\IA = 2).
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Figure 3.4. A. Cylindrical andplanar geometries of the examined system. B. Apparent diffusion coefficient D*
as afunction of the relative length of the outer compartment r*for cylindrical (solid line) andplanar (dashed
line)geometries (membranes arefully reflecting).

EFFECTOFCYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY

Molecular motion within multi-compartment systems (Fig. 3.4A) as (plant) cells or porous
media will not only depend on the radius of these compartments, but in the cylindrical case
also ontheprobability tocircumvent adiffusion barrier bytwo-dimensional diffusion. Hence,
it is useful to have an understanding of the impact of the geometry on the diffusion and
relaxation properties of the system. Therefore, restricted diffusion in a two-dimensional
model consisting of concentric cylinders is compared with a one-dimensional system
consisting of plan parallel barriers. The simulation of the echo attenuation was done in 16
PFGsteps,atypical numberfor anexperimental experiment.
First, we compared two systems with cylindrical and planar geometries as shown in Fig.
3.4A. Both of them consist of two compartments with fully reflective walls. The inner
compartment contains no initial magnetisation. The diffusion coefficient of the outer
compartment is D2=1x 10"9m2 s"1and its width Ri=R2, where Ri is the radius of the inner
compartment. For the moment it was assumed that no relaxation occurred in either
compartment. The resulting data set was fitted with a single exponential. The dependence of
the apparent diffusion coefficient D* in the planar and cylindrical configurations on the
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relative length of the outer compartment r = R2/\2^J2D2(A- 8/3)J is presented in Fig. 3.4B
for A= 18ms and 8=5 ms. It is clear that especially for small values of r* the cylindrical
configuration provides alessrestricted geometry for diffusion thantheplanar one.Thereason
forthisisthatspin-bearing moleculescanfreely movealongtheangleaxis,andthemaximum
displacement is only determined by the outer wall at an effective radius 2R2. When the
relative length r* increases and diffusion in planar compartment becomes less restricted, the
difference between the apparent diffusion coefficients for both geometries gradually
disappears andD*approaches theintrinsicdiffusion coefficient.
When the internal membranes of these two-compartment systems become semi-permeable,
the properties of the 'empty' compartment start to play a role as well. We simulated the
configurations where either the inner compartment (Fig. 3.5A(I)) or the outer compartment
(Fig. 3.5A(II)) contains magnetisation. For both configurations the ratio r* equals 1.05, with
Ri=R2=l2 um. The diffusion coefficients are for the inner compartment D; = 2 x 10"9m2s"1,
andfor theoutercompartment D2 =I x 10~ m2 s"1.Allthese values arereasonable for aplant
cell.InFigure 3.5B,the dependencies oftheapparent diffusion coefficient D* onthe relative
membrane permeability M are shown, for the planar (dashed line) and cylindrical (solid line)
geometry. When the outer compartment contains magnetisation, an increase in relative
permeability causes an increase of both apparent diffusion coefficients, though for the planar
casethisphenomenon ismore pronounced. This is because the restriction effects are stronger
in the planar system when Mis small, as was already shown in Figure 3.4B. When the inner
membrane becomes more permeable, the differences between the two systems almost
disappear.
For the second configuration (Fig. 3.5A(II)), the parameters remain the same, only nowthe
inner compartment contains magnetisation. In this case the apparent diffusion coefficient D*
increasesfor bothcylindrical andplanar geometries (Fig.3.5B),buttheplateau value for high
M is lower for the cylindrical geometry. In this case complete exchange between the two
compartments occurs,resulting ina lowerD* for the cylinder duetothe larger volume ofthe
outer compartment.
In experimental multi-compartment geometries, as for example plant cells, usually all spins
areexcited, so all compartments contain magnetisation. Such a system isthe superposition of
the two configurations examined above (Fig. 3.6A). Now clearly the resulting diffusion
attenuation decay showsmulti-exponential behaviour. Hence,abi-exponential fit wasusedto
analyse the data.13 It should be mentioned that a comparison of cylindrical and planar
geometries for such a system is not absolutely correct, because the contribution of the
magnetisation from eachcompartmenttothewholemagnetisation isnot identical for different
geometries, i.e. the ratio of the contributions from the outer and inner compartments equals1
intheplanarcaseand3inthecylindricalcase.
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as afunction of the relative membrane permeability Mfor cylindrical (solid line) andplanar (dashed line)
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For a closed membrane (M=0) thetwo fitted components for the combined system should
correspond to the separate apparent diffusion coefficients inFig.3.5B.Asonecan see from
Figs.3.6Band3.6C,neitherthediffusion coefficients northeamplitude ofthese components
agree to what is expected from Fig.3.5B.Thereason isthat thediffusion attenuation isnot
strictly bi-exponential,butmulti-exponential, asthediffusion behaviourofthe spinsisnotthe
same for allpositions within thecompartments. Therefore, theresults inFig. 3.6 correspond
to the best fit of the diffusion attenuation, but the values no longer correspond to the true
intensities and apparent diffusion coefficients in the system. The consequence for
experimental data is that multi-exponential analysis of diffusion behaviour cannot freely be
relatedtothegeometricalparameters ofthe system.
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Experimentally, additional parameters as _T_> can be used to provide extra contrast to extract
physiologically relevant parameters.1 Thiswas simulated for thesetwo-compartment systems
by introducing an intrinsic relaxation time of2 sfor the inner compartment, and 0.2 sfor the
outer one,which are reasonable values for aplant cell. Theparameters for these simulations
were chosen as in an experimental PFG-CPMG experiment (DARTS),13 i.e.aPFGpart of 16
gradient steps, combined with an echotrain of 1000echoes with an inter-echo time of 5ms.
Calculations took 15minutes for 120 space steps, 36 angle steps, 16gradient steps and 1000
time steps.Theresulting two-dimensional data sets were fitted with acoupled fitting routine;
firsta bi-exponential fit was done on the relaxation part with SPLMOD, and next thefitted
intensitieswereusedtofit thecorresponding diffusion fractions.
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For very small M values, the fractions of the two components and the corresponding T2 are
equaltotheinputparameters (T2= 2sand 0.2 s;amplitude = 1:1 fortheplanarand 1:3 for the
cylindrical case)andD*corresponds tothe diffusion coefficients for the separated systems in
Fig. 3.5 (lines inFigs. 3.7A,B,C),incontrast tothose inFig.3.6. This clearly showsthat the
use of T2 information is advantageous for discriminating different fractions in a multicompartment system. When the membrane permeability increased, the relaxation behaviour
evolved to an almost mono-exponential decay, due to complete averaging of the two
compartments.Thecorresponding diffusion coefficients first decrease dueto averaging ofthe
twofractions, but starttoincrease assoonastherelaxation decay becomes mono-exponential,
and, as expected, the increase is more pronounced for planar geometries. It should be noted
thatthough amulti-parameter approach isuseful todiscriminate compartments separated bya
membrane, the fitted parameters amplitude, T2 and D*, are no longer uniquely reflecting the
properties of the different compartments when the membrane becomes reasonably permeable
(M> 0.01). For instance the value of the longest T2 component, originating from the central
compartment ofthe model, becomes strongly dependent onthose of the second compartment
andtheactualmembranepermeability.
Fig. 3.7D showsthe effect ofalonger observation time A (90ms). The amplitude and T2 fits
yield exactly the same results as those for A= 18 ms (symbols in Figs. 3.7A,B). The
restriction effects on D* on the contrary, become much more pronounced. For small M, all
values are decreased, though only slightly in the cylindrical outer compartment (solid line).
This is aprominent illustration oftheeffect ofcircumventional motionto overcome diffusion
restriction, and for M < 1such data sets with varying observation time Acan be very useful
for discriminationbetweenplanar andcylindrical geometries.

CONCLUSIONS
A numerical model for diffusion and magnetisation relaxation behaviour in PFG-CPMG
NMRexperiments hasbeenextended toatwo-dimensional systemwith concentric cylindrical
geometry. The results of this model show excellent agreement with published analytical
results. As an example of the relevance of a two-dimensional model, the behaviour of the
apparent diffusion coefficients and relaxation times in a multi-compartment system with the
properties of a plant cell has been modelled for both a planar and a cylindrical geometry.
When the difference in diffusion coefficients is relatively small, supplementary contrast
parameters as T2 areneeded tounravel thedifferent fractions present. Thedifference between
the obtained values of the apparent diffusion coefficients and the true ones can be explained
bythe influence of non- or semi-permeable membranes (restricted diffusion). This restriction
effect is more pronounced for planar systems than for cylindrical ones. Furthermore, the
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differences in diffusion coefficients between the two geometries become larger for longer
observation times.Together, this clearly demonstrates the need for atwo-dimensional system
tobeabletounderstand experimental resultsintermofgeometry.
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SIMULATION OF RELAXATION,
DIFFUSION AND EXCHANGE IN
MULTI-COMPARTMENT SYSTEMS

Afinitedifferencemodelhasbeenappliedto investigate theeffectsofdiffusiveexchange on
the transverse spin relaxation times, apparent diffusion coefficients and the NMR signal
amplitudes of water in multi-compartment systems, in particular biological cells. For
different multi-compartmentmodel systems a PFG-CPMG experiment was simulated, and
intrinsicphysiologicalparameterssuchasthebulkdiffusionconstant, thecellradiusandthe
membranepermeability were afterwards extracted using common theoretical models.The
truemembranepermeability valuesare comparedwith thosecalculatedusingtherelaxation
models of Conlon-Outhred and Brownstein-Tarr. Generally,the Brownstein-Tarrformalism
turnsouttopredict thetruepermeabilitymore reliably.
Theeffect of the bulkspin relaxationand the diffusionproperties of water in thedifferent
compartments on the observed T2and Dapp is discussedfor several systems that do not
completelysatisfy the requirements of the ideal relaxation models, as is the casefor most
biologicalsystems.Furthermore,the effect of these unfulfilledconditionson thecalculated
intrinsicparametersasthemembranepermeabilityandthecellradiusare evaluated.
Finally,theeffectofcell-to-celltransportonthelong-term diffusionbehaviour isassessed.

INTRODUCTION
' H NMR relaxometry and diffusometry are commonly used to investigate the physical
properties of water in biological tissues. "4 Most of these studies attempt to assign the
experimentally observed diffusion or relaxation components to different (sub-)cellular
compartments within suchtissue.From theseparameters onecanextractvaluable information
onthe diffusion constant inthe compartments,the (relative) water fractions, the compartment
dimensions, and the water membrane permeability of the membranes separating the
compartments.
Chemical exchange of protons between water and macromolecules may significantly
contribute to the longitudinal relaxation time (7/) and the transversal relaxation time (T2) of
bulkwater inthecells.Thisresults indifferent relaxation times for thevarious compartments,
which we call the intrinsic or bulk relaxation times.5,6 In addition, water or protons may
exchange through semi-permeable membranes between compartments with different intrinsic
relaxationtimes.Thisprocessresultsinaveragingoftherelaxationtimesandwater fractions,5
which hampers a direct assignment of relaxation times and fractions to particular compart-
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merits.The extent of the averaging depends onthe difference between the intrinsic relaxation
rates of the compartments and onthe exchange rates betweenthem. Thelatter are determined
by the permeabilities of the membranes separating the compartments, and by the diffusion
path length of water to the membrane. This path length depends on the dimensions of the
compartments and the diffusion coefficient of the fluid. By accounting for all the above
mentioned effects, relaxometry of biological systems with a rather simple geometry can
provide valuable physiological information such as the membrane permeabilities and the cell
dimensions.6"10
Diffusion measurementsofbiologicaltissuecanalsoreflect multiple subcompartments,each
with a characteristic diffusion coefficient and relaxation time.11"'3 At very short diffusion
times, separate fractions can often be discriminated based on the different bulk diffusion
coefficients. For longer diffusion times, however, restriction of diffusion by intercompartmental membranes is going to dominate the diffusion attenuation, which will then
reflect the compartment dimensions. For a better understanding of the cellular physiology,
boththediffusion coefficient of the cellular water andthecompartment dimensions yield very
valuable information.14 Inaddition tothe cell dimensions, diffusive exchange and differences
in relaxation in the compartments will also influence the apparent diffusion coefficients
(iV). 1 3 ' 1 5 ' 1 6
In general,the differences in T2 relaxation times between the compartments are larger than
those in diffusion coefficients. Experimentally, Diffusion Analysis by Relaxation Time
Separation, DARTS,1117 has been proven to result in a better parameter determination
compared to separate diffusion and relaxation experiments.18"22 Taking nerve tissue as an
example, measurements limited to either diffusion- or spin relaxation result in completely
different interpretations of the subcompartments present in the tissue. Generally, diffusion
measurements yield mono-exponential decay curves that yield no information on the number
or nature of the sub-compartments.23 Sometimes, under conditions of high diffusion
weighting, large deviations from mono-exponential behaviour occur due to restricted
diffusion. However, a multi-exponential fit of the NMR diffusion attenuation plot does not
reflect the sub-compartments.13'24 Relaxation decays of the same tissue yield three different
components, which are attributed to inter-axonal,axonal and myelin domains. Usingthese T2
components, the diffusion attenuation can be resolved yielding the apparent diffusion
coefficients (Dapp)forthedifferent compartments.11'25
Clearly, exchange of water between these compartments and/or diffusive restriction within
these structures may easily complicate such assignment. Therefore, a model that combines
diffusion and relaxation behaviour in combination with membrane permeabilities could be of
great help to interpret the experimental results. Numerous theories and models have been
developed to interpret the NMR results for heterogeneous biological tissues such as occur in
blood,nerves, brain, and plants.Usually,these models explain the results interms of internal
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and external water fractions and cell size ' 6 " and the exchange of water between
compartments. • ' ' Most ofthemodels for the interpretation of diffusometry donot include
the effect of (differences in) relaxation behaviour in the compartments, although this effect
cannotbeignored.15'31
Clearly, an unambiguous interpretation of experimental non-exponential decay curves in
terms of water fractions for every compartment and exchange rates between them is far from
straightforward. Therefore the effects ofdiffusive exchange onthe observed relaxation times,
diffusion coefficients and fractional amplitudes havebeen modelled numerically using atwodimensional finite difference solution of Fick's second law of diffusion. We used simple
models of(i)an isolated cylindrical compartment with aperfect extracellular sink and (ii)the
same isolated cylindrical compartment, with a partial extracellular sink. Next (iii) an isolated
plant cell was modelled, consisting of three concentric cylindrical compartments, i.e. the
vacuole, the cytoplasm and the cell wall / extracellular space, separated by permeable
membranes. Furthermore, a simple one-dimensional model of parallel planes15 was used to
simulate the effect of cell-to-cell transport (iv). We used a broad range of membrane
permeabilities (P)to evaluate their effect onthe relaxation time and diffusion behaviour. All
chosen input parameters for the different compartments complied with experimentally
realisticvalues.
For all model systems, we extracted the physiological parameters of interest, i.e. the
membrane permeability, the compartment size and the bulk diffusion coefficients by an
analysis based on common theoretical models, and we compared these parameters with the
input values of the model. Thus we evaluated whether these theories are useful for such
complicated biological systems, even when these systems do not meet all conditions of the
theories.

THEORY
RELAXATION THEORY

Theoriginofmulti-exponential relaxation isgenerally accepted tobemainly dueto aspatial
compartmentation of water in spaces with different relaxation and diffusion properties.
Exchange between these compartments causes a change in the relaxation properties of the
observed magnetization in these spaces. In some specific cases these changes can be used to
calculate themembrane permeability for water (P,m s"). " ' However, theresultsdependon
the used NMR method. The NMR technique to measure P was introduced for the first time
alreadythreedecadesagobyConlonand Outhred.7
This C-O technique is valid when the spin relaxation outside the cell compartment under
consideration is much faster than the exchange over the membrane, so that back flux of
magnetisation tothe cell can be ignored. Experimentally this condition is fulfilled by doping
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the extracellular space with paramagnetic ions such asmanganese. The observed intracellular
relaxation rate \IT2,0tsisthengivenby

l/W/^+lA

[4-1]

where r~ is the exchange rate of intracellular water across the membrane; T2,bulk is the
intrinsic T2 of the cell. The (effective) exchange rate across the membrane depends on the
surface-to-volume ratio of the compartment and on the effectiveness of magnetisation loss
duetoexchangewiththeexternal volume sink(Hco)l/r = (SHC0)/V

[4.2]

where Vand Sarethe volume and surface ofthe cell respectively. For a cylindrical cell with
radius r, Hco = f/2r. If the extracellular magnetisation sink is perfect and the membrane
permeability determinestheexchangerate,Hcoequalsthetruemembranepermeability P.
Brownstein and Tarr developed amore advanced model to calculate the surface sink
strength from the diffusivity and relaxation time ofbulk water by incorporating the geometry
ofthe compartments.8 Similar tothe C-0 model,back flux ofmagnetisation tothecell should
benegligible tofitthe assumptions oftheBrownstein-Tarr (B-T)model.Brownstein andTarr
assume that all relaxation is due to magnetisation sinks within an active surface, which is
reached by diffusion. The net rate of magnetisation loss atthe boundary is then defined by a
sink strength parameter, denoted HBT(m s"1), to be distinguished from Hco as calculated by
Conlon and Outhred. Inmany biological systems, it isassumed that the membrane itself does
not act asthemost important relaxation sink,butthat magnetisation loss occursprimarily due
to avolume sink outside the compartment that can be reached by exchange over the
membrane. For a plant cell, for example, the cytoplasm acts as a magnetisation sink for the
vacuole due to its much shorter relaxation time, and the exchange rate between vacuole and
cytoplasm is determined by the membrane permeability. The overall sink strength is then
determined by a combination of the membrane permeability and the effectiveness of the
volumesink.
Inadditiontotherelaxation attheboundary,there isalsorelaxation duetotheactive volume
itself, the intrinsic relaxation of the bulk solution. For a cylindrical cell, surrounded by a
membrane with a constant sink strength over the entire surface, the B-T model results in a
multiexponential relaxation decay,composed ofanumberofdecaytimesr^ 8 ' 3 3 givenby:
l/T^^D^/r^+yT^

[4.3]

withrelative intensities
/„ =4-A2(nm)/nl Vl (nm)+J\

fo,)]

[4-4]
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Hsris determined bythepositive root t]m (m= 0,1,2,...) of JlmJ1(r]m)/Jo(Tim) =HBT/Dvac and
Jo and Ji are Bessel functions of the zero and first order, respectively. All relaxation
components rjm, and the corresponding intensities Imcan be determined from Eqns. 4.3 and
4.4. When the membrane permeability P is the rate-limiting step (rP/D<1), the intensity of
the higher relaxation modes can be neglected (Eqn. 4.4) and the relaxation decay becomes
mono-exponential. Since if = IVHBT/D for ^ « / a n d l / r = Drf Ir2, HBTbecomes r/2rand
thus equals P. The condition YHBT/D <1 implies 77 < 0.4nand ra> K/1.5SD. HBT becomes
smaller than P as soon as the surface relaxation is no longer the rate-limiting step, or the
membranepermeability nolongercontrolsthewater-exchange time.
DIFFUSIONTHEORY

Biological tissues are characterised by multiple barriers between compartments that can
hinder Brownian motion. For a cylindrical cell, the motion of water molecules in a closed
cylindrical cell is restricted by the membrane, and therefore the maximum displacement
depends on the cell dimensions.13'24'34 With increasing diffusion time, the apparent diffusion
coefficient (Dapp)decreasesduetotherestricted displacement. Onatime scale longcompared
to the time necessary to diffuse a distance r (A » r21 2Do),the diffusion attenuation E(A)
remainsconstant despiteofanincreasing diffusion time. ' ' '
E(A)=cxp[-(2m,)2ADapp]

[4.5]

where Dapp « r21 4A.The wave vector q =ygSI 2n\vi Eqn. 4.5 is a function of the gradient
amplitude g, the pulse duration 8 and the gyromagnetic ratio y. This implies that from a
diffusion measurement at long time scale, the compartment radius can be calculated. Dapp
should be determined from the initial slope of the diffusion attenuation plot, since at long
diffusion timesthediffusion profile isnolongerGaussianduetorestriction effects.33'36
If the cell is not closed, but has a (partially) permeable membrane, the effective diffusion
distance is going to deviate from the cell radius, but to which extent depends on the
extracellular parameters.
Onashort diffusion time scale (A« r / 2Do), only spinswithin adiffusion length ^2D 0A
from the wall sense the presence of the compartment boundary. Therefore the apparent
diffusion coefficient Dapp shows a dependence on VA.37"39 For a single cylindrical
compartmentthisrelationcanapproximately bedescribed by:
Dapp(A)=Dhulk[l- (4/3r)jDbulkA/!r]
ByextrapolationtoA=0,thebulkdiffusion coefficient Df,uikcanbedetermined.

[4.6]
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METHODS
A numerical model of multi-compartment systems with cylindrical geometry was used that
wasbased onanumericalfinitedifference solution ofFick's second lawofdiffusion.31 Using
this model, the NMR signal amplitude and phase can be calculated for any combination of
intrinsic compartment parameters at any given time during the gradient pulses and diffusion
timeand duringthe decaytime following the PFGpart ofaPFG-CPMG experiment. Random
noise (S/N 10000) was generated to avoid fitting problems. The statistical error of the
parameters was determined by generating several data sets with synthetic noise and applying
statisticsonthefitresults (MonteCarlosimulation).
For all presented cases, a typical PFG-CPMG experiment was simulated, with 16 gradient
steps and 500-2000 echoes at a 5ms interecho time.The resulting two-dimensional data sets
were analysed according the DARTS method.1117 A coupled fitting routine was used, first a
multi-exponential fit wasdoneonthe relaxation part with SPLMOD,1117'40 and next thefitted
intensities were used to fit the corresponding diffusion fractions. The overall value of Dapp
wascalculated from the initial slope ofthediffusion attenuationplot.

RESULTS A N D DISCUSSION
A series of geometries with increasing complexity was modelled to evaluate the discussed
theoretical approaches toextract intrinsic parameters for abiological cell system. The model
was inspired by plant cells, but the conclusions apply to any biological, multi-compartment
system.
SINGLE COMPARTMENT WITH A PERFECTEXTRACELLULAR VOLUME SINK <i)

Tocompare the B-T and C-0 models, asingle cylindrical compartment was simulated, with
a radius of 20 um and a bulk relaxation time of 2 s. The extracellular space was assumed to
have an infinitely short relaxation decay time, as would be the case for a Mn-doped
extracellular solution. Thebulk diffusion constant for both compartments was2 x 10"9m2s"1,
close tothat of free water. The membrane permeability was varied between 0and 2x10" m
s",tocovertheentirerange from thefast (rP/D« 1 ) tothe slowdiffusion regime (rP/D» 1 ) .
Theobtained relaxation curveswere fitted either mono-orbi-exponentially (Fig.4.1A). The
resulting T2 values were used to calculate Hco and HBT from Eqns. 4.1 and 4.3 respectively
(Fig. 4.IB). For a bi-exponential fit, the longest T2 component corresponds to the zero order
relaxation time T^o- Though a multi-exponential fit is the most correct approach for the B-T
model, the contribution of the higher order decays is usually so small that an extremely high
S/N ratio is needed to distinguish them. Therefore, a mono-exponential fit was evaluated as
well.Forthe fast diffusion regime (rP/D<1),both modelsyielded asink strength equaltothe
membrane permeability P.Inthe intermediate and the slowdiffusion regime however, Hcois
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significantly lowerthanP.ForrP/D>10,the HQOsink strength evenbecomes independent of
the actual input permeability and levels off to a value 7?DI2r while now \lta is given by
7?D/r2. For these regimes, the B-T model offers a more reliable approach. The B-T model
predictsmulti-exponential behaviour for the slowdiffusion regime,which iswhytheobtained
HBTismostaccurateusingabi-exponential fit.
However, in experimental situations there will be some practical problems with the B-T
approach. Firstly, for these largevalues ofrPID the solutions for the Bessel functions inEqn.
4.4 are very sensitive for the input relaxation time; comparison of Fig. 4.1A and 4.IB shows
thatthoughthedifference inthe mono-exponential T2 andthe longest T2 component ofthebiexponential fit is only about 2%, the difference in the calculated HBT is as large as 85%.
Therefore, theobtained sink strengths for rPID>\Q willbevery inaccurate inan experimental
situationwheretheerrorofthe experiments caneasily beabove 1%.Secondly,theB-Tmodel
requires values for both the compartment radius and the bulk diffusion coefficient, whereas
the C-0 model only requires the radius. Therefore, additional diffusion measurements for
bothshortand longdiffusion timescalesareneededtodeterminetheseparameters.
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Figure 4.1. A. 1/T2 valuesfor asingle compartment with aperfect external sink vs. the membrane permeability
H. Thedata werefitted either mono- or bi-exponentially and the largest 1/T2 value was displayed in the figure.
Theparameter rP/D contains the vacuolar radius r, the diffusion coefficient D and the tonoplastpermeability P.
Thestandard deviation ofthe simulations wasless than 0.01%for the mono-exponentialfits, and lessthan 0.1%
for the bi-exponentialfits. B. Calculated membranepermeability using the C-O(P,Eqn. 4.1) or B-T model (H,
Eqn. 4.3)for eitherthe mono- orthe bi-exponentialfit value of1/T2.
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Fig. 4.2A shows the short-time diffusion behaviour for different values of rPID.According
to Eqn. 4.6, there should be a linear relationship between Dapp and vA , and this is indeed
approximately true for rPID<1.Dbuik can then be determined by extrapolation to A= 0. For
rPID=10, this relationship is no longer linear, and the obtained Dbuik will be about 10%too
high. The long-term diffusion behaviour is solely determined by restriction due to the finite
compartment size. Fig. 4.2B shows the compartment radius as calculated from Eqn. 4.5.As
long as the membrane is closed, the compartment radius reflects the true compartment size.
When the membrane becomes fairly permeable (rP/D >5), the calculated radius decreases
because molecules that cross the membrane hardly contribute to the signal, and only the
remaining molecules from the 'inner' part of the compartment, which do not reach the
membrane,giverisetotheobserved diffusion effect.
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Figure 4.2.A. The apparent diffusion coefficient (Dapp)for a single compartment with infinite external sink as a
function of observation timefor different membrane permeabilities. B. The apparent compartment radius (rapp)
calculatedfrom D^p, Thestandard deviation ofthesimulations was lessthan0.1%.

SINGLE COMPARTMENT WITH A PARTIAL EXTRACELLULAR VOLUME SINKui)

Since we already found that the B-Ttheory is wider applicable,this method will be used to
extractthe sink strengthparameterHfor allothermodel systemstreated inthispaper. Inmost
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biological systems,the extracellular magnetisation sink is not perfect. For a vacuolised plant
cell,themaincompartment (vacuole)issurrounded byathincytoplasmatic layer;theintrinsic
relaxation rate of this layer is about ten times higher than that of the vacuole. To mimic the
effect of such a partially relaxing sink, the same compartment as before was simulated, but
nowthe extracellular space had a T2 value of 0.2 s. The B-T theory doesnot account for this
situation, however we used these formulas from this model to determine how far H deviates
from P because of the presence of a partial sink. The relaxation curves were fitted monoexponentially, which is reasonable because the ratio of vacuole volume to that of the
cytoplasm/cell wall is about 20 to 1. From the resulting T2values Hco and HBT were
calculated usingEqns.4.1and4.3.
Fig.4.3 showstheresulting sink strengthparameters vs.rP/D.At agiven input permeability
the observed relaxation time T2,0bs is larger than for aperfect extracellular volume sink, with
the result that the true membrane permeability is underestimated. For a perfect sink, every
molecule that crosses the membrane to the extracellular space instantaneously loses its
magnetisation. For apartial sink however, the magnetisation contributes to the signal during
thelifetime ofthemoleculesintheextracellular space,resulting inaslowersignaldecay.
Fig.4.4 shows the short-term (A) and long-term diffusion behaviour (B).For aperfect sink
(Fig.4.2),and rPID <1, i.e. the fast diffusion regime,Dapp was independent ofthe membrane
permeability. Therefore, the short-term diffusion coefficients for the present model should be
comparable to those in Fig. 4.2, as is found indeed. When the membrane becomes more
permeable,molecules closetotheboundary will not always be reflected, but sometimes cross
the membrane. This causes the effective diffusion length to increase, resulting in a higher
apparent diffusion coefficient (rP/D=1).For the long-term diffusion behaviour, aradius will
be calculated that is larger than the actual compartment size (Fig. 4.4B). The extent of this
deviation depends on both the membrane permeability and the effectiveness of the
extracellular volumerelaxation sink.
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Figure 4.3. Thecalculated membranepermeability using theC-O (P,Eqn. 4.1)orB-T model (HBT,Eqn- 4.3)for
asingle compartment with a finite external magnetisation sink (T2,mt=0.2s), using amono-exponentialfit. The
parameter rP/D contains thevacuolar radius r, the diffusion coefficient D and the tonoplastpermeability P. The
standard deviation ofthesimulations was lessthan 0.01%.
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MULTI-COMPARTMENT SYSTEM (iii)

Asanext step,amorerealisticmodel ofaplantcellwassimulated. Thecell isconsidered to
be a system consisting of three concentric spherical compartments corresponding to the
vacuole, cytoplasm, and the cell wall/extracellular space, respectively (Fig. 4.5A). The
vacuoleandthecytoplasm areseparated byasemi-permeable membrane,thetonoplast,witha
permeability coefficient P,on.Theplasmalemma,withapermeability coefficient Ppi,islocated
between the cytoplasm and the cell wall/extracellular space. The cell is considered to be an
isolated system, sothe outer boundary is fully reflective (Pmt = 0ms"1).As a starting-point a
setof intrinsicparameters hasbeenused which isreasonable for atrue plant cell (Fig.4.5A).6
The relaxation time T^,vacis expected to be close to that of water (ca. 2 s) and data on tissue
withcellslackinglargevacuoles suggest a T2lCytvalueofabout0.2 sorshorter. The 72,cwvalue
ranges from 5 to 30 ms or even larger, depending on the degree of hydration of the cell
wall.5'41 Because of the cell wall obstruction, the diffusion coefficient A™is expected to be
quite low, inthe order of 10" m s".The membrane permeabilities were varied over a large
range,buttheratioPl0JPPiwaskept constant atavalue of 10,which isconsidered reasonable
for aplantcell.42
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Figure 4.5. A. Schematic representation of the modelled cylindrical geometry. The inner compartment is the
vacuole, surrounded by the cytoplasm and cell wall, respectively. For the meaning of the symbols, see text. B.
Dependence of the calculated relative signal amplitudes ampvac/amp,„ , ampcy,lampin, and amp„ /amp,„ of the
vacuole, the cytoplasm, and the cellwall, respectively, onthe tonoplast andplasmalemma permeabilities (H,m =
10*Hpi).Ampln is the input signal amplitudefor the different compartments. Theparameter rP/D contains the
vacuolar radius r, the diffusion coefficient D and the tonoplast permeability P. C. The calculated relaxation
times corresponding to the threefractions in B. The standard deviation of thefits was less than 0.1%for the
longest component, and 1-2%for theshorter component.
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Typical permeabilities of plant cells vary over several orders of magnitude, from ~ 1x 10"
to 1x 10"4ms"1for the plasmalemma.42'43
Fig.4.5 showstheeffect ofthemembrane permeability onthe observed amplitudes (B)and
relaxation times (C) of the observed water fractions as a function of P,0„. For low
permeabilities (rPtonID<0.001) the relaxation times and fractions approach the input values
of the three compartments. For very high permeabilities (rP,0JD > 10) complete exchange
between the different fractions is found. In principle, this should result in mono-exponential
relaxation behaviour; in fact, the small remaining fraction that is attributed to the cell wall
mainly consists ofthe higher order relaxation components ofthevacuolar fraction inthe B-T
theory. For intermediate values of rPlon/D, the cytoplasmic component disappears due to
exchange, whereas the extracellular component still remains constant because Ppi is a factor
10 lower than P,0„. The longest T2 value is used to calculate HBT (Eqn. 4.3) resulting in an
almost linear relation shipbetween IIT2 and the membrane permeability (Fig. 4.6). However,
HBT is not equal to the tonoplast permeability P,on, since the cytoplasm and cell wall are
imperfect volume sinks. The actual relation between T2,0bs and the calculated permeability
depends on the permeabilities of the tonoplast as well as of the plasmalemma and on the
effectiveness ofthesink, i.e. ontherelaxation timesanddimensions ofthecytoplasm andcell
wall/extracellular space. T2,0bs becomes independent of the permeability in the 'diffusion
limited' regime {rPID> 10) and is then determined by the vacuolar radius, the intrinsic
relaxationtimesandthediffusion coefficients ofthedifferent compartments.
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Figure 4.6. The calculated membrane permeability using the B-T model (HB1, Eqn. 4.3)for the model system
presented inFig. 4.5Aderived from a mono-exponential fit or the largest T2fraction in a bi-exponential fit. The
standard deviation of thesimulations was less than 0.01%for the mono-exponentialfits, and less than 0.1% for
the bi-exponential fits.
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Figure 4.7. A. The apparent diffusion coefficient (Dapp)for the model system in Fig. 4.5A vs. the observation
timefor different membranepermeabilities. B. Theapparent compartment radius (rapp)calculated from Dapp. The
standard deviation ofthesimulations was lessthan 0.1%.

Both the short-time and long-time diffusion behaviour show very little effect of increasing
the membrane permeabilities (Fig. 4.7). We ascribe this to the small thickness of the
cytoplasmic and cellwall layer, incontrast to Figs.4.2and 4.4,wheretheextracellular space
is infinitely large. Z)A„/tcan be obtained by linearly extrapolating the curves in Fig. 4.7A to
A=0, andreflects theaveragebulkdiffusion coefficient for allcompartments (1.74 x 10"9 m2
s"). Becausethecellisconsidered aclosed system,themaximum diffusion distance is22urn,
andthisdistanceisindeedobtained for largevaluesofrPID(Fig.4.7B).
In an experimental situation, the error of the measurements is often too large to be able to
distinguish the curves in Fig. 4.7, and the obtained parameters Dbutk and r can be considered
reliable within the experimental error. The calculated membrane permeability is a
superposition ofallfactors composingthe relaxation sink,but itislinearly correlated withthe
actualmembranepermeability andcanthusbeusedtomonitorthisparameter.
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CELL-TO-CELL TRANSPORT <iv)

Biological tissue does not consist of isolated cells; cell-to-cell transport significantly
contributes to the water movement in tissues. Therefore, we considered the effect of this
transport on diffusion and relaxation. A cylindrical model is not suited to model multiple
cells; we therefore used a planar model consisting of four planar cells with a thin cell wall
layeroneach sideofthe largevacuolarcompartment (Fig.4.8A). 5Thevacuole cross-section
was 30 (xm,which is the average diffusion distance in one direction for the previously used
cylindrical cell with a diameter of 40 \im. All intrinsic parameters were the same as for the
isolated plant cell; only the cytoplasmic layer was omitted. The tonoplast permeability was
1 x 10"4m2 s"1,sorPtonID= 1.Thecell-to-cell permeability,Pcc, wasvaried between zeroand
infinite, to cover the entire range from four isolated cells to maximum contact between all
cells.
Theapparent cell radiuswascalculated from the long-term diffusion coefficient (Fig.4.8B).
When the cell-to-cell exchange increases, the apparent radius is no longer constant in time,
but is again linearly related to vA , because molecules that cross the membrane to the next
cell continueto contribute tothe maximum displacement. The slope however isnot the same
asfor free diffusion, asthetonoplast membrane stillimposesabarrier. The low T2 ofthecell
wall causes relaxation of most of the molecules that pass the cell wall to the next cell. To
illustrate this effect, T2,cw was increased to 0.2 s (Fig.4.8B), and obviously nowthe effect of
cell-to-cell connections becomesmorepronounced.
Inpracticethismeansthatthecellradiuscansafely be calculated from therappplotwhenthe
curve levels off to a steady state. If this is not the case, one has to realise that the calculated
radius isinfluenced bycell-to-cell transport. This ishowever atrade-off, since those transport
processesarealsoofgreatinterest,e.g. for overalltissuehydraulics.
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Figure 4.8. A. Schematic representation of the modelled geometry. The tissue is considered as an array of
planar compartments. The "permeability" of the boundary layer between the cell walls of adjacent cells
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CONCLUSIONS
Theresultsofsimulations ofdifferent biological systemsofincreasing complexity showthat
the sinkstrengthparameterH canbest becalculated bythe B-Ttheory,especially inthe slow
diffusion regime (rP/D > 1). For multi-compartment systems, the calculated H reflects the
combined effect of all permeability coefficients and the effectiveness of the sinks in the
different compartments.
The short-term diffusion coefficient is governed by the amount of spins near the surface,
which is determined by the surface to volume ratio of the compartments, and can be used to
extract the bulk diffusion coefficient. The calculated value of Dt,uikfora complex multicompartmentalcell reflects the averagebulk diffusion coefficient of all compartments. When
this value isused to calculate HBT according tothe B-Tmodel, the membrane permeability is
underestimated, but still linearly correlated to the actual membrane permeability. In practice
thismeansthatchangesinmembranepermeability canbeobserved and quantified, thoughthe
obtained valuesdonotnecessarily correspond tothepermeability ofasinglemembrane.
The cell radius can be calculated from the long-term diffusion coefficient. However,
exchangeeffects canobscuretheresults.Sincethe shapeofther ^ p l o t (seeFigs.4.7 and4.8)
reflects the influence of cell-to-cell transport, the results of measurements over a large range
ofdiffusion observation times canbeusedtoestimatewhether thiskind oftransport hastobe
takeninto account.
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QUANTITATIVE NMR MICROSCOPY
OFOSMOTIC STRESS RESPONSES
IN MAIZEAND PEARL MILLET

Theeffectof osmoticstress (-0.35MPa) on the cellwater balanceand apicalgrowthwas
studied non-invasively for maize (Zea mays L., cv LG 11) and pearl millet(Pennisetum
americanum L., cv MH 179) by H NMR microscopy in combination with water uptake
measurements.Singleparameter imagesof the water contentand the transverserelaxation
time(T2) wereusedtodiscriminate between thedifferenttissues andtofollow thewaterstatus
of the apicalregionduring osmoticstress. The T2 values of non-stressedstem tissueturned
outtobecorrelatedtothecelldimensionsasdeterminedbyopticalmicroscopy. Growth was
found tobestronglyinhibitedbymildstressinbothspecies, whereasthewateruptake wasfar
less affected. During the experimenthardlyany changes in water contentor T2 in thestem
region of maize were observed.In contrast, the apical tissue of pearl millet showed a
decreasein T2 within 48hoursof stress. Thisdecreasein T2 is interpretedas an increase in
themembranepermeabilityfor water.

INTRODUCTION
Drought stress considerably reduces crop yields world wide compared to the maximum
ittainable
attainable yields. ' Therefore, plant responses towat<
water deficits are of great interest in plant
research, from thecellular uptothewholeplant level.
One of the processes in plants the most sensitive to water deficits is growth,3 making this
process an excellent parameter for studies of drought tolerance mechanisms inplants and the
differences between species. Though many groups reported on the stress response of growth
for roots, leaves ' and stems,7'8 monitoring the growth of the shoot apex has always been
complicated by the use of invasive methods, which impede the measurement of the apex
responsetoprocessesasdrought stressataphysiologically relevanttimescale.
Other drought stress responses on all organisational levels have been widely studied.2'9'10
However, up to now little attention has been paid to the integration of drought stress
responses at the cell, organ, and whole plant level. This is scarcely surprising since noninvasivemethods for studying wholeplants onthe organ or even cell level have only recently
becomeavailable bymeansofNuclear MagneticResonance imaging (NMRorMRI).
During the past few decades NMR has been applied in a number of plant studies.1 "
Different from light microscopy, NMR images of plants display the physical status and the
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spatial distribution of water within plant tissues in addition to anatomical information.
Examples are flow images, representing quantitative flow velocities of xylem and phloem
water " and T2, diffusion and amplitude images. ' " The amplitude, or the initial NMR
signalintensity,isdirectlyrelatedtothenumberofprotonsintheobservedpartofthe system.
Since in plant tissue the proton signal is dominated by water protons, the NMR signal
amplitude isproportionaltothetissuedensity xtissuewatercontentpervoxel.20
According to Brownstein and Tarr,22'23 the observed T2 of water in a confined compartment
canbedescribed asafunction ofthebulk T2 (T2,buik), theradiiofthecompartment alongthex,
yandzdirection(Rx,y,z) andtherateofwallrelaxation orsurface sink strengthdensity (//):
V 7 ^ =H{l/Rx +l/Ry +\/Rz)+ \/T2ibulk

[5.1]

This model can inprinciple be applied toplant cells,with the vacuole asthe main (largest)
compartment with a relatively long bulk relaxation time. The cytoplasm and apoplast have a
muchshorterrelaxationtimeandacttherefore asasinkfor thevacuole,whereasthe tonoplast
and plasmalemma membranes determine the exchange rates between these compartments.
This relation between T2 and permeability was also demonstrated inthe diffusion simulations
of Hills and Snaar. The sink strength density (//) is defined as the rate of net loss of
magnetisation at the compartment surface, and will thus reflect the membrane permeabilities
for water and the relaxation parameters of the cytoplasm. This model has been applied
previously to spherical and cylindrical cell volumes,20'25 and here it is expanded to an
ellipsoid volume,where allthreeradiiRx, Ry andRz canbe different.
In this paper the spin-spin relaxation time T2 and the signal amplitude are used to monitor
changes in the water balance of the plant stem, which should reflect adaptation processes
between tissues during osmotic stress, such as membrane permeability changes and
redistribution of water. Maize and pearl millet are compared, of which the latter is more
drought tolerant. Theresults of our study demonstrate that many aspects ofplantresponses to
drought stress can be revealed non-invasively by applying NMR imaging to the shoot apical
growth and water balance in maize and pearl millet as they respond to osmotic stress. The
NMR results are combined with those of water uptake measurements, thus correlating the
stress response of the apex and its surrounding tissues with the water intake and possible
dehydration ofthewholeplant.

Quantitative NMR microscopy ofosmotic stress responses inmaize andpearl millet
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MATERIALS A N D METHODS
PLANT MATERIAL

Maize (ZeamaysL., cv LG 11) and pearl millet (Pennisetum americanum L., cv MH 179)
seedswere germinated inwet sand inthe dark. After oneweek the seedlings were transferred
to water culture with half Hoagland nutrient solution,26 which was refreshed every week. All
plantsweregrowninseparatevessels,whichweredesignedtofitintheNMRimager directly,
to prevent root damage when the plants were transferred. The plants were grown in a
phytotron at 25 °C and 70% relative humidity with a photoperiod of 16 hours and a light
intensity of 40 Wm"2(mercury vapour lamp). When used, the plants were 4 or 6 weeks old,
with6or9fully emerged leavesrespectively.
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Fig. 5.1 shows the experimental set-up for the water uptake measurements and NMR
imaging. Theroots oftheplantwere grown ina glass vessel, containing continuously aerated
nutrient solution. Themedium waspumped intothe vessel from below while excess medium
was removed at the top to maintain a constant medium volume in the vessel. The stem was
fixed in the vessel to prevent plant movement during the measurements. The weight of the
root medium vessel was measured using a balance (Ohaus GT 8000, Germany or Sartorius
LP3200D, Germany). Osmotic stress was applied by replacing the normal root medium by a
-0.35 MPasolutionofPolyethylene Glycol (PEG6000, 162.3gkg"1)innutrient medium.The
shootoftheplantwashoused inaclimatechamber withanairtemperature of26± 1 °Canda
relativehumidityof50±2%withaphotoperiod of 16hoursandalight intensityof70Wm".

halogen lamps
climate chamber

pump
-

magnet

root medium
vessel
balance

Figure 5.1. Schematic representation of
the experimental set-up.
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MRI EXPERIMENTS

Threetypesofexperiments werecarried out:
(i) Non-stress conditions. The shoot apical region of maize was imaged using NMR
microscopy under non-stress conditions (N=2). Water uptake was recorded to monitor the
recovery or adaptation of the plant to the new environment after insertion into the NMR
imager.
(ii) T2 and cell size.Thestemsofmaize (N=4)andpearl millet (N=5)were imaged from the
shoot apex down over a length of about 20cm under normal non-stress conditions. The same
plants were used for light microscopy in order to determine the parenchyma cell dimensions
inthedifferent internodes.
(iii) Stressconditions.NMRmicroscopy ofthe shoot apicalregion ofmaize(N=2)and pearl
millet (N=2) was combined with water uptake measurements. The plants were followed for
six days: the first two days under normal conditions, the second two days during osmotic
stress and the third two days during recovery. For pearl millet the experiment was partially
repeated (N=2),recordingNMRimagingdataundertheinitial,normal conditionsand after 48
hoursofosmoticstress.
The NMR spectrometer was a 20.35 MHz imager consisting of a 0.47 T Bruker
electromagnet (Karlsruhe, Germany) controlled by a S.M.I.S. console (S.M.I.S., Guildford,
England). In contrast to most NMR imagers, this machine has an open access in two
directions, and plants can be measured in the normal, vertical, position. A shielded gradient
probe with an open cylindrical access of 45 mm was used (Doty Scientific Inc., Columbia,
South Carolina, USA). T2values were measured using a multi-spin-echo imaging pulse
sequencewith slice selection, ' 7arepetition time (TR)of 1800ms,aspin-echo time (TE)of
4.3 ms and a spectral bandwidth of 50 kHz.A 128 x 128 matrix of complex data points was
acquired perecho,andtypically 48or64echoeswereacquired perechotrain.Foreachimage
four acquisitions wereaveraged toimprovethe image quality, resulting inatotal scantimeof
15 minutes per image. For experiment (i) transverse images and for experiment (ii)
longitudinal images were obtained, whereas for experiment (iii) both transverse and
longitudinal images were acquired. The in-plane resolution was 235 urn for the transverse
imagesand390 umfor thelongitudinal images,bothwithaslicethicknessof 3.0mm.
The acquired NMR data sets were analysed by home-written calculation routines in IDL
(Research Systems Inc., Boulder, Colorado, USA). The multi-echo images were fitted on a
pixel-by-pixel base using amono-exponential decay function, yielding quantitative amplitude
and IIT2 images. ' ' After phase correction, the real part of the signal was used for
analysis.29

QuantitativeNMRmicroscopyofosmoticstressresponsesinmaizeandpearlmillet

LIGHTMICROSCOPYANDCRYO-SEMMICROSCOPY

Thesameplants asused for MRI(ii)were also used todetermine the cell dimensions.Fresh
longitudinal sections ofthe internodes were prepared using a hand microtome and fixed on a
microscope slide using Kayser's glycerol gelatine (Merck 9242, Darmstadt, Germany). The
slices were several cell layers thick; average cell sizes for the individual plants were
determined by focussing the microscope on a central cell layer and measuring 60 randomly
selected cells intwodimensions for every internode byhand. The length and position of each
sectionwasmeasured tocorrelatetheresultstotheNMRimages.
Fresh longitudinal and transverse slices of the middle part of a 1-cm-length stem internode
ofbothplantswere cut with a sledge microtome and embedded inKayser's glycerol gelatine.
Digital images (768 x 592 pixels) were made with a Sony 3CCD camera mounted on a light
microscope.
For the Cryo Scanning Electron Microscopy, internodes of 1cm length of both plants were
cut into longitudinal slices with a razor blade and plunged in liquid propane and stored in
liquid nitrogen. The slices were fractured at-88 °C and freeze-etched for three minutes inan
Oxford CT 1500 HF cryo transfer unit and sputter coated with 10 nm platinum. The cut
surface was studied with a JEOL 63OOF field emission scanning electron microscope at
-194 "Cat2.5 kV.

RESULTS
NON-STRESS CONDITIONSU)

The water uptake was measured for a six-week-old maize plant after transfer to the imager
(Fig. 5.2). During the first hours after transfer, the uptake rate was clearly reduced with
respect to the stabilised uptake rate after a few days of adaptation. These measurements
showed that the recovery of a plant after transfer took about one day. The adaptation of the
plant following the transfer was also observable inthe growth rate of the plants, which was
almost zero during the first hours of the experiment and gradually increased during the first
day(seeFig.5.11).
Comparison of the uptake data after adaptation (Fig. 5.2) with similar data acquired on
plantsoutsidethe apparatus showsnoeffect oftheNMRmeasurements onwater uptake (data
not shown). Apical growth cannot be measured non-invasively on such a short time scale
outside theNMR system,butthe stabilisation ofthe growthrate after adaptation inthe NMR
system and the agreement with the rates for internodial growth measured by monitoring the
displacement of externally visiblenodesevery day30indicatethattheplantsarenot noticeably
influenced bytheexperiments.Though long-term effects ofplacingtheplantsinthe apparatus
seem to be minimal, inhibition of water uptake and growth does occur as a result of the
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transfer for about oneday(Figs.5.2and 5.11).Thisindicatesthattheresultsofthesekindsof
MRI studies on intact plants during the first day after setting up the experiment should be
interpretedwithgreatcare.
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Figure 5.3. Optical andscanning electron micrographs ofa maizestem. A. transverse section ofan internode of
about 10 mm length. B. Longitudinal section of the same internode. C. Cryo-SEM section of a single
parenchyma cell p = parenchyma, ph =phloem, x = xylem, v = vacuole, t = tonoplast membrane, pc =
plasmalemma and cellwall,n = nucleus.
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ANATOMY

Maize. The size of the parenchyma cells in the inner part of a stem internode is fairly
homogeneous (Fig. 5.3A), as can be observed in the longitudinal section as well (Fig. 5.3B).
Thevascular bundles are scattered throughout the ground tissue and consist for this internode
mainly of protoxylem and primary phloem. The SEM picture clearly shows that the
parenchymacellsarecompletelyvacuolised (Fig. 5.3C).
Longitudinal and transverse NMR images for one of the plants are shown in the Figs. 5.4
and 5.5. In the longitudinal IIT2images (Figs. 5.4 and 5.5A) the apex is clearly visible (a).
Belowthe shoot apex the youngest internodes canbe seen (b),separated by the nodes,which
appear asbright regions (c).Within the immature internodes, the T2 gradually increases from
the bottom tothetop.On either side ofthe apex, the leavesthat surround the stem are visible
(d).Theyoungearissituated directly abovethe apex(e),andcanbe seenasagrainy, brighter
region (Fig. 5.4, e). The transverse images (Fig. 5.5B) clearly show the leaves (d), vascular
bundles (f) and the onsetof a cob (g).Notethatthe amplitude images show far less contrast,
as expected because of a fairly uniform water content and tissue density for different plant
tissues asexpected onbasisofdifference inwater contentandtissue density.

Figure5.4. Selectionofl/T2 imagesacquiredofamaizeplant beforeosmoticstress (t=0tot=38), during -0.35
MPaosmoticstress (t=41tot=90)andduringrecovery(t=96tot=l12). Thelightwas onfor 16hoursdaily(70
W m2). After t-38 thestemposition was alteredin order toposition the apex inthe middle of the imageplane.
Thedottedlinesmarkthebeginningandtheendofthestressperiod.
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Figure 5.5. Longitudinal and transverse amplitude
and 1/T2 images acquired of a maize plant before
and after48hours of-0.3 5MPaosmotic stress.

Figure 5.7.Longitudinal and transverse amplitude
and 1/T2 images acquired of a millet plant before
and after48hours of-0.3 5 MPaosmotic stress.

Pearl millet. As in maize, the parenchyma cells in the inner part of a stem internode are
fairly homogeneous (Figs. 5.6A, 5.6B) and are completely vacuolised (Fig. 5.6C). Towards
the edge ofthe stem,the cells become smaller. Thevascular bundles are scattered throughout
thegroundtissue.
Though the millet stem has a similar nodular structure as maize, the anatomy as seen by
NMR differs (Figs. 5.7 and 5.8). Most of the nodes consist of two sections (a, see Fig. 5.8),
which have a higher T2 value than the internodes. Furthermore, the larger nodes are not as
homogeneous as in maize and there appears to be some variety in r? over the length of the
nodes.

.•*?•
i •

Wr
Figure 5.6. Optical and scanning electron micrographs of amillet stem. A. transverse section of an internode of
about 10 mm length. B. Longitudinal section of the same internode. C. Cryo-SEM section of a single
parenchyma cell,p =parenchyma, ph =phloem, x = xylem, v = vacuole, t = tonoplast membrane, pc =
plasmalemma and cellwall,n =nucleus..
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Figure S.8. Selection of a number of longitudinal 1/T2 images acquired of apearl millet plant before osmotic
stress (t=0to t=44), during -0.35 MPa osmotic stress (t=45 to t=92) and during recovery (t=96to t=112). The
light was onfor 16hours daily (70 Wm2). After t=44 thestemposition was altered in order toposition the apex
inthe middle ofthe imageplane. Thedotted linesmark thebeginning andthe endofthestressperiod.

T 2ANDCELLSIZE(ii)
According to Eqn. 5.1, the observed relaxation rate HT2,obs is expected to depend on the
dimensions ofthevacuole. TheFigs. 5.4 and 5.5 indeed show alarge variation in T2 between
the various internodes, which could be contributed to the different cell dimensions in these
tissues.Toverify whether thistheoretical relation alsoholds for intactplants,maize and pearl
millet plants were imaged from the shoot apex down to the roots. In Fig. 5.9, the IIT2values
of the various internodes of a number of non-stressed plants (obtained from NMR images as
shown in Fig. 5.5) are presented as a function of the cell size, which was determined
afterwards by optical microscopy ofthe sameplants.Clearly a linear correlation between cell
dimensions and IIT2is demonstrated, that holds for a large range of cell sizes. The intercept
of the fitted line in Fig. 5.9 corresponds to the T2,buik of the vacuole, which is in this case
around 2s,asexpected closetothe T2 offree water.25 AccordingtoEqn. 5.1,the slopeofthe
line corresponds to the sink strength parameter H, yielding H- (2.8 ± 0.52) x 10"5m s"1 for
maizeandH= (4.0±0.44) x 10"5ms"1for millet.
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MAIZE AND PEARLMILLETDURING STRESSmo

The stem apical region of approximately six-week-old maizeplants was imaged to measure
the growth rate of the shoot apex. IIT2images were obtained in both the longitudinal and
transverse direction (Figs. 5.4 and 5.5). Simultaneously withtheNMR experiments,the water
uptakebytherootswasmonitored.
Water uptake.After osmotic stress was applied, the uptake rate during the day decreased to
about 75% of the normal rate (Fig. 5.10). Besides, the uptake kinetics show a remarkable
difference with those before and after osmotic stress. After the PEG solution had been
replaced by normal root medium, the uptake rate increased, especially during the second day
to 119%oftheratebefore stresswasapplied.
Growth. Elongation growth is presented in Fig. 5.11 by plotting the displacement of one
particular internode versustime.Becausethemeasured plantsarenotofexactly the sameage,
the node displacement is given in arbitrary units; the curves were scaled to have the same
slope during 24 hours before stress. Though the water uptake during PEG stress was only
reduced by 25%, growth was almost completely inhibited during the light periods, while
during the dark periods growth occurred at a very reduced rate (5-8% of the normal rate
during dark). During recovery the growth rate increased to 150% of the normal growth rate.
Thesehighratesremained unchanged for atleast24hours.
Amplitudeand T2- Before and after stress,theT2 values for the various internodes increased
in time because the cell size increased due to growth. During osmotic stress neither theT2
values nor the water density in the stem noticeably changed (Figs. 5.4 and 5.5, Table 5.1).
The T2 values and the water density of the leaves (see amplitude images) showed a small
decreaseintime,caused bydesiccation oftheleaves.
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Figure 5.11. Relative growth of maize (*), represented in black and greyfor two different plants, and pearl
millet (&), during—0.35MPaosmotic stress. Thedarkperiods arepresented asblack bars inthefigure.

Maize
PEG

Amplitude

1IT2

Pearl Millet
H

Amplitude

1IT2

H

(s-1)

(lO-'ms -1 )

(h)

(a.u.)

(s-1)

(loams' 1 )

(a.u.)

0

1

5.72 ± 0.28

2.8

1

4.29 + 0.13

4.0

24

0.99 ± 0.03

5.57 ± 0.24

2.7 ± 0.09

0.98 + 0.02

4.93 ±0.19

4.7 ±0.18

48

0.97 ± 0.04

5.43 + 0.18

2.7 + 0.08

1.02 + 0.03

5.32 ±0.28

5.1 ±0.26

Table5.1. Changes in amplitude andT2 of the centralpart of the 1-cminternode before stress, and after 24 and
48 hours of-0.35 MPa osmotic stress. The presented values are the mean of nine voxels taken from the
longitudinal images asshown inFigure 5.5and5.7.
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Identical experiments weredonewithpearl millet.
Water uptake.During PEG stress the rate decreased to about 86%ofthenormal rate,which
isaless severe declinethan inthe caseofmaize(Fig.5.12).Nodifferences inuptake kinetics
wereobserved either.Duringrecoverytheuptakerate slowly increased tothenormal rate,but
noincreased uptakecompared tonormalwas found.
Growth. Duringstress,growthwasstrongly inhibited, butnotasmuchasinthemaizeplants
(Fig.5.11).Duringthe day,the rate dropped to 2-3%ofthenormal value,whereas during the
nights therate was 12%of the normal rate. During recovery, the growth rate returned slowly
tothenormalrate inabout 14hours,butnoincreased ratesascompared tothose before stress
wereobserved, aswerefound for maize.
T2. Just as for maize,the T2 values for a particular internode increased before stress due to
growth. During PEG stress however, the T2 decreased significantly in all nodes of the stem
apical region to 77% of its initial value (Figs. 5.7 and 5.8, Table 5.1). Despite this decline
during stress, the water density images neither showed any decrease in water density nor in
stem diameter, indicating that the stem tissue did not dehydrate or shrink noticeably. The
initial sink strength parameter H and the corresponding cell dimensions can estimated from
Fig. 5.9, usingtheT2 values from Table 5.1,yielding H= 4.0 x 10"5ms"1and (l/Riongitudinai +
2/Rradiai) =0.095 urn"1respectively for pearl millet. Formaizethese values areH= 2.8 x10"5
m s"1 and {l/Riongitudinai + 2/Rmdiai) = 0.186 um"1. Assuming that the cell dimensions are
constant sincethewater density and stemdiameter didnot change,the calculated radii canbe
usedtoestimatethecorrespondingincreasein//during osmotic stress(Table 5.1).
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Figure 5.12. Water uptake rate of two milletplants, represented in black and grey, during -0.35 MPa osmotic
stress. Thedarkperiods arepresented asblack bars inthe figure.
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DISCUSSION
NMRMICROSCOPY

The experimental results clearly demonstrate that low field NMR imaging is an attractive
tool to study stress responses in the different tissues of intact plants. By combining NMR
imagingwithwater uptakemeasurements,theeffects ofdrought stresscanbemonitored from
the tissue upto the whole plant level. The results of the non-stress experiments indicate that
as long asplants are allowed to recover from transfer tothe imager, the technique itself does
notinfluence theplantresponse.
The reported NMR experiments took 15 minutes per measurement. Though this is slow
compared to growth measurements with for example an electronic transducer,31 this time
scale is sufficient to monitor the changes in relaxation times that occur during stress. When
necessary, the time resolution can be further improved by decreasing the number of averages
and the repetition time at the expense of the signal-to-noise ratio. Presently, the time
resolution of an imaging experiment islimited to a few minutes for relaxation measurements
and to less than a minute for a single-shot image. The considerations that apply for the time
resolution are also valid for the spatial resolution, i.e. improvement of the resolution can be
achieved attheexpenseofthe signal-to-noiseratioand/ortemporal resolution.
In our case we do not obtain resolution at the cellular level, but because the tissue is very
homogeneous in the internodes, we can assume that in these tissues the signal within one
pixel originates mainly from cells of similar dimensions, justifying an interpretation of the
obtained information interms of cell water balance. This is especially true for the transversal
images, where an optimal resolution is obtained in the axial direction (235 x 235 um). The
slice thickness is 3 mm, but since the longitudinal structure is very well preserved over the
entire internode, every pixel consists mainly of the same tissue. The resolution of the
longitudinal images is 390 x 390 urn, and here the slice thickness does result in sampling a
mix of tissues per pixel {e.g. parenchyma and vascular tissue). However, all conclusions
drawn inthis paper apply for both transverse and longitudinal images, i.e. observed changes
inNMRparameteroccurinbothtypesofmeasurements.
GROWTH A N D WATER UPTAKE

The response of maize shoot growth to osmotic stress as observed by NMR is consistent
with the inhibition of maize leaf and root elongation by water deficits as was observed
previously.4'6'32 Ithasbeen suggested thatthe duration oftheperiod of increased growth after
stress is dependent on the duration of the preceding stress period, as has been observed for
stressperiods of 1 hour and4hours. This could account for the high growth rates for at least
48hoursafter recovery started.
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The applied osmotic solute (-0.35 MPa PEG solution) causes only mild osmotic stress
considering the relatively small change in water uptake and the constant water density in the
shoot for both maize and millet. However, for both species the expansion ofthe shoot apical
cellsisstrongly inhibited (Figs.5.11).
T2ANDAMPLITUDE
Though the ability to measure stem growth is valuable in itself, the major advantage of
NMR lies in the additional information that can be obtained from the images. The signal
amplitude is in principle equal to the amount of protons per voxel. However, the relaxation
time ofproteins and water in the cell wall matrix istoo short to be observed by conventional
MRIexperiments,which implies that usually only intracellular water isobserved. ' Thus,the
signal amplitude corresponds to thetissue water content times the tissue density.2 The tissue
watercontent isfairly homogeneous for thevarious organs,butappearstobethelowest inthe
leaves. The amplitude of the selected parenchyma tissue was constant during stress for both
maize and pearl millet (Table 5.1), aswell asthe stem diameter, indicating that no noticeable
dehydration norcell shrinkageoccurred undertheseconditions.
Therelationbetween T2 andcompartment size (vacuole),based onthe theory of Brownstein
and Tarr, can indeed be observed in intact plants as well. Since there is a large variation in
cell and vacuole size,this explainsthe large contrast in T2 between the different plant tissues.
When the relation between T2 and cell size is known, the obtained T2values can be normalised on cell dimensions, thus revealing the role of the magnetisation sink, which is
determined bythepermeability ofthe tonoplast and plasmalemma, andthe cytoplasm. Onthe
other hand, knowing that T2 increases with increasing cell size, allows to distinguish growth
duetocellelongationfrom growthbycell division.
In the case of pearl millet, the observed increase in IIT2in vacuolised cells during stress is
related to such a change in magnetisation sink, since the cell dimensions are constant. The
sink strength density H could be calculated from Fig. 5.9 and corresponds to the transport of
protonsoverthe tonoplast, i.e.thetonoplast permeability for protons (free or invariousmolecules, mostly water), assuming a perfect relaxation sink outside the tonoplast membrane. In
this in vivosituation, the relaxation sink outside the vacuole is clearly not infinite, since the
relaxation rate inthe cytoplasm is indeed much higher than in the vacuole, but not infinitely
high. In practice this means that H will not only reflect the tonoplast permeability (for water
and protons both), but also the relaxation properties of the cytoplasm and the plasmalemma
permeability. The found increase in the relaxation sink for the vacuole of pearl millet can
therefore beexplainedbyeitheranincreaseinthetonoplastand/orplasmalemma permeability
for water, or by changes in the cytoplasm as a decreased T2 value in the cytoplasm due to
accumulation of sugars or a thinner cytoplasmatic layer. However, we deem a change in
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membrane permeability more likely than the other explanations, because most likely a
decrease in cytoplasmatic T2 for our low-field NMR measurements would require
unrealistically large changes in solute concentrations. At a magnetic field strength of 2 T,
they measured the T2 of kiwifruits in different stages of ripening. The observed relaxation
remained unaltered, thoughthe soluble solidscontent and the free sugar content increased by
68% and 200% respectively. At the lower magnetic field strength we used (0.5 T), the
possible effect ofsoluteconcentrations will beeven smaller.
Arelationbetween T2 andmembrane permeability was found earlier inaheat stress study.34
During drought stress,an increase inmembrane permeability, especially intheplasmalemma,
of the elongating internodes could be advantageous, because a higher hydraulic conductivity
of the internodial tissue would facilitate water transport from other plant tissues to these
young, growing parts, as was suggested in an earlier report. One can wonder if aquaporins
play animportant role inthis change inmembrane transport properties, asthey arethought to
contribute to drought tolerance by facilitating water mobilisation towards critical cells and
organs.36,37Recently mRNAexpression ofatonoplast aquaporin wasfound to increase during
osmoticstressincauliflower cells.38
If so, a combination of different NMR approaches, would be useful to unravel the role of
membrane transport properties in the hydraulics of the system at a higher scale (tissues and
organs). By relating the parameters T2 and amplitude, which provide information on the
cellular level,with xylem and phloem flow measurements and with diffusion tensor imaging,
to dissolve diffusion rates in all directions, invivoinformation onwater transport on different
organisational levelsisathand.
In conclusion, maize and pearl millet differ significantly in the response to osmotic stress.
Though the PEG stress the growth rate and water uptake of pearl millet are less affected than
thoseofmaize,theeffect of stress onthecell waterbalance ofmillet ismorepronounced. For
the interpretation of the relaxation times, a model was used, which describes the relation
between relaxation, compartment size and the relaxation sink. In this whole plant approach,
the T2 is indeed linearly related to compartment size. Since for this mild stress no changes in
cell dimensions areobserved, theobserved decreases in T2 inthisplantpointtoanincreaseof
themembrane permeability.
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NMR IMAGING OF
MEMBRANE PERMEABILITY CHANGES
IN PLANTS DURING OSMOTIC STRESS

The cell water balance of maize (Zea mays L., cv LG 11) andpearl millet(Pennisetum
americanum L., cvMH 179)duringosmoticstress has beenstudiednon-invasively using H
NMR microscopy. SingleNMRparameter imagesof (i)the watercontent,(ii)the transverse
relaxationtime (T2) and (Hi) theapparentdiffusioncoefficient(Dapp) were usedtofollow the
water status of thestem apical regionduringosmoticstress.Duringstress therearehardly
anychangesinwatercontentor T2 ofthestemregionof maize.In contrast, theapical tissue
ofpearl milletshowed a -30% decreaseofT2 within 48 hours of stress, whereasthewater
content and Dapp did not change. These changes can be explained by an increase of the
membranepermeabilityfor water. This conclusion is supported by resultsfrom scanning
electronmicroscopy, relaxationmeasurementsof sugarsolutionsand numerical simulations
ofaplantcell.

INTRODUCTION
One of the intriguing questions in agricultural research is howplants handle drought stress.
Plants show numerous adaptive responses to water deficits: inhibited growth, stomatal
closure, osmotic adjustment and changes in hydraulic tissue conductance.1'5 All these
processes are connected to water transport across cellular barriers. Water permeability of
cellular membranes is therefore of fundamental importance to understand the physiological
responseofplantsto drought.
There are currently two opposite views on the role of membrane permeability during
drought stress. The first predicts a higher membrane permeability and facilitated water
transport e.g. to maintain expansion growth during stress or to facilitate rehydration of
tissues. ' The second is exactly the opposite, i.e. drought stress induces a decreased
membranepermeability topreserve cellularwaterwithinthetissues.8'9
Mostresearchonmembranepermeability isfocused ontheroleofaquaporins,ormembrane
water channels. During drought stress both upregulation and downregulation of aquaporin
gene expression seem to occur, depending on which kind of plant and organ is involved.5
Some reports claim to have found an even more complicated regulation mechanism in which
some aquaporin genes show enhanced expression whereas others are downregulated in the
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same organ.5 However, the effect of those gene regulations on the actual membrane
permeability andthehydraulictissueconductance isnotknown indetail.
The recent discovery of aquaporin and non-aquaporin water channels has triggered the
development of instrumental methods to measure water permeability, e.g. light scattering,
fluorescence and gravimetric methods (for a review see Verkman 1 0 ). These techniques are
limited to a few cell layers at the periphery of the tissue. The frequently used cell pressure
probe does not have this drawback, but its application is limited to a single cell and to a
limited time span." In contrast, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) imaging uniquely
depicts the internal anatomical details for the entire tissue of interest. In addition, the spatial
distribution of water, and physical properties such as mobility within the plant tissue are
obtained.
Membrane permeability is frequently determined using the NMR relaxation times of
intracellular water protons. " According to the Brownstein and Tarr (B-T) model, ' the
observed transverse relaxation time T2 of water in a confined compartment can be described
as a function of the bulk T2 (T2,buik), the radii of the compartment along the x, y and z
directions(Rx.y,z) andtherateofwallrelaxation orsurface sink strengthdensity(H):
yT2ob!=H{\/Rx+yRy

+l/Rz)+yT2Mlk

[6.1]

Inprinciple,the B-T model canbe applied to vacuolised plant cells,with the vacuole asthe
main (largest) compartment with a relatively long bulk relaxation time. The cytoplasm and
apoplast have amuch shorter relaxation time and acttherefore asamagnetisation sink for the
vacuole. The water permeabilities of the tonoplast (P,on) and the plasmalemma (Ppi)
membranes determine the exchange rates of water between these compartments. The
combination of the extra-vacuolar magnetisation sink and the membrane permeabilities
determine thefinal sinkstrengthdensityHinEqn. 6.1.
This paper reports the application ofNMR imaging to maize and pearl millet plants during
drought stress. Maize and pearl millet were chosen because of their different physiological
response to drought stress. 8'19 In our experiments the transverse relaxation time T2was
combined with the apparent diffusion coefficient (Dapp) in stem parenchyma tissue to
elucidate the influence of drought stress on the membrane permeability as described in
Chapter5.
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MATERIALS A N D METHODS
PLANT MATERIAL

Maize (ZeamaysL., cv LG 11) and pearl millet (Pennisetum americanumL., cv MH 179)
seedswere germinated inwet sand inthe dark. After one week the seedlings were transferred
to water culture with half Hoagland nutrient solution,20 which was refreshed every week. All
plants were grown in separate vessels, designed to fit in the NMR imager to prevent root
damage when the plantswere transferred. Theplants were grown inaphytotron at 25 °Cand
70% relative humidity with a photoperiod of 16 hours and a light intensity of 40 W m"
(mercury vapour lamp). When used, the plants were 4 or 6 weeks old, with 6 or 9 fully
emerged leaves,respectively.
NMR IMAGING EXPERIMENTS

(i) T2 and cell size.The stems of maize (N=4) and pearl millet (N=5) were imaged from the
shoot apex down overalength ofabout20 cmundernormal,non-stress conditions.The same
plants were used for light microscopy to determine the parenchyma cell dimensions in the
different internodes.
(ii) Stress conditions. NMR imaging of the shoot apical region of maize (N=2) and pearl
millet (N=3) was combined with water uptake measurements. The plants were followed for
six days: the first two days under normal conditions, the second two days during osmotic
stress and the third two days during recovery. For pearl millet part of the experiment was
repeated (N=2),recordingNMRimagingdataundertheinitial,normalconditions andafter 48
hoursofosmoticstress.Osmotic stresswasapplied byreplacing thenormalrootmediumbya
-0.35 MPa solution of Polyethylene Glycol (PEG 6000, 162.3 g kg"1) in nutrient medium.
The shoot oftheplant was housed ina climate chamber with an airtemperature of 26± 1 °C
and a relative humidity of 50 ± 2% with a photoperiod of 16 hours and a light intensity of
70Wm"2.
The NMR spectrometer was a 20.35 MHz imager consisting of a 0.47 T Bruker
electromagnet (Karlsruhe, Germany) controlled by a S.M.I.S. console (S.M.I.S., Guildford,
England). A shielded gradient probe with a vertical open cylindrical access of 45 mm was
used (Doty Scientific Inc., Columbia, South Carolina, USA). T2 values were measured every
hour using a multi-spin-echo imaging pulse sequence with slice selection,21'22 a repetition
time(TR)of 1800ms,aspin-echotime (TE)of4.3msand aspectralbandwidth of50kHz.A
128x 128matrix ofcomplex datapointswasacquired per echo,andtypically 64 echoeswere
acquired perechotrain.Foreach image four acquisitions were averaged to improvethe image
quality,resulting in atotal scantime of 15minutes per image.The field-of-view was 50mm,
and the slice thickness 3.0 mm. A PFG TSE sequence was used to obtain the apparent
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diffusion coefficient (Dapp). The displacement encoding parameters were 8= 3 ms, A= 24
ms,andamaximum gradient strengthof0.38Tm"1.
The NMR data sets were analysed by home-written calculation routines in IDL (Research
Systems Inc., Boulder, Colorado, USA). The multi-echo images were fitted on a pixel-bypixel baseusing amono-exponential decay function, yielding quantitative amplitude and I/T2
images. ' After phase correction, the real part of the signal was used for analysis. Mean
tissueparameterswereobtained byaveraging 9adjacent pixelsinthecentreofaninternode.
LIGHTMICROSCOPYANDCRYO-SEMMICROSCOPY

The same plants as used for NMR imaging (i) were also used to determine the cell
dimensions. Fresh longitudinal sections of the internodes were prepared using a hand
microtome and fixed on a microscope slide using Kayser's glycerol gelatine (Merck 9242,
Darmstadt, Germany). The slices were several cell layers thick; average cell sizes for the
individual plants were determined by focussing the microscope on a central cell layer and
measuring 60 randomly selected cells in two dimensions for every internode by hand. The
length andposition ofeach sectionwasmeasured to correlate theresultstotheNMR images.
In addition, longitudinal sections were made of three other millet plants, which had been
under stress conditions for two days.Cell dimensions were determined of internodes of 1-cm
lengthandcompared withcomparable internodes ofnon-stressedplants.
For Cryo Scanning Electron Microscopy, internodes of 1-cm length of both plants were cut
into longitudinal slices with a razor blade, subsequently plunged in liquid propane and then
stored in liquid nitrogen. The slices were fractured at -88 °C and freeze-etched for three
minutes inanOxford CT 1500HFcryotransfer unit and sputter coated with 10nmplatinum.
The cut surface was studied with aJEOL 63OOFfieldemission scanning electron microscope
at-194°Cat2.5kV.
OSMOTICPOTENTIAL
Frozen-thawed samplesof3milletinternodesbefore and3internodesafter 48hoursosmotic
stress were squeezed. The fluid was collected and analysed with an osmometer (Vogel
Roebling).
SUGAR SOLUTIONS

To evaluate the effect of increasing solute concentrations on the observed T2,solutions
containing sugars typically found in plants were prepared in distilled water. The following
solutions were prepared: glucose 5%and 10% (w/v) at pH 6; sucrose 5% and 10%(w/v) at
pH 6; sucrose 10%(w/v) atpH 4; lOOmMNaCl+ 1%(w/v)sucrose atpH 6; 200mMNaCl+
2% (w/v) sucrose at pH 6. The transversal relaxation was measured using a CPMG pulse
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sequence onaMARAN system (Resonance Instruments),with aninterecho time of4ms.The
T2for eachsamplewasdeterminedusing SPLMOD software.25
NUMERICALSIMULATIONS

A finite difference numerical model of multi-compartment systems with cylindrical
geometry was used that wasbased on the evaluation of Fick's second diffusion law.26 Using
this model,the signal amplitude and phase can be calculated for any combination of intrinsic
compartment parameters at any time point during the gradient pulses and diffusion time, and
during the decay time following the PFG part of a PFG-CPMG experiment. Random noise
(S/N 10000)wasgenerated toavoid fitting problems.
A typical PFG-CPMG experiment was simulated, with 16 gradient steps, 200 echoes and 5
ms interecho time. The resulting two-dimensional data sets were fitted with a coupled fitting
routine; first amono-exponential fit was applied tothe relaxation part using SPLMOD,25and
subsequently thefitted intensitywasusedtofit thecorresponding diffusion fraction.27

RESULTS
Maizeandpearlmilletplantsarewellknowntohavedifferent drought stressresponses.The
maize variety used inour experiments is not very drought tolerant, but we observe almost no
responsetoosmotic stress.Theonly visible reactions to osmotic stress all occur intheleaves,
which start to roll and become necrotic. Amore severe osmotic stress (-0.9 MPa PEG 6000)
causes the leaves to become necrotic and irreversibly damaged after two days (Chapter 7).
Pearl millet, an important African and Asian food crop, shows wilting leaves and stem
shrinkage after severe stress, but recovers completely when normal conditions are restored.28
In our experiments the application of low osmotic stress (-0.35 MPa) doesnot result in such
obvious visible changes, but is severe enough to stop stem elongation almost completely
duringthestressperiod.16
NMR IMAGING OFTHESTEMAPICALREGION

Maize and pearl millet plants were continuously imaged during the cycle: 2 days under
normal conditions - 2 days under osmotic stress - 2 days under normal conditions. A
selection of the amplitude and IIT2images of the results of these measurements is shown in
Figs.6.1 and 6.2. For bothplantsthe apex isclearly visible (a) asarethe youngest internodes
below the shoot apex (b), separated by the nodes (c). The leaves that surround the stem are
visibleonboth sides oftheshoot (d).Theamplitude imagesshow far lesscontrast, because of
a fairly uniform water content and tissue density for different plant tissues. More details on
theanatomyand growthoftheapicalregioncanbefound inapreviouspaper.
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Figure 6.1. Amplitude and 1/T2images of a
maize plant recorded before and after 48
hours of -0.35 MPa osmotic stress; a-d mark
different internode regions, discussed in the
text.

ADC^

Figure 6.2. Amplitude, Dapp and l/T2 images of a
millet plant recorded before and after 48 hours
of -0.35 MPa osmotic stress; a-d mark different
internoderegions, discussed inthe text.

The parenchyma cells within the central part of the internodes are fairly homogeneous in
cell size and completely vacuolised; the cell dimensions increase per internode from top to
bottom.16 Dapp is dependent on both the bulk diffusion coefficients and the compartment
dimensions, which explains the different values obtained for the different internodes: the
larger the cells, the higher Dapp will be. The two different Dapp images reflect the diffusion
coefficients in the longitudinal and transversal plane, respectively. Since the plant cells can
often approximately cylindrical, the cell radius depends on the direction, and so does the
diffusion coefficient as observed by the NMR method. This can be seen most clearly in the
long, thin fibrous cells at the edge of the internodes, which have a very high diffusion
coefficient along the long axis of the cells, and a very short Dapp in the transversal plane
According to Eqn. 6.1,the observed transverse relaxation rate l/T2,obs is expected to depend
on the dimensions of the vacuole. Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 indeed show a large variation in T2
betweenthevarious internodes,which couldbe contributed tothe different cell dimensions in
thesetissues.Toverify whetherthistheoretical relation also holdsfor intactplants,maizeand
pearl millet plants were imaged from the shoot apex down to the roots. In Fig. 6.3, theIIT2
values of the various internodes of a number of non-stressed plants (obtained from NMR
images asshowninFigs.6.1 and 6.2) arepresented asthey varywiththecell size,determined
afterwards by optical microscopy ofthe sameplants.Clearly alinear correlation between cell
dimensions and 1IT2 is demonstrated, that holds for a large range of cell sizes. The intercept
of the fitted line in Figure 6.3 corresponds to the T2,buik of the vacuole, which is in this case
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around2 s,asexpected closetothe T2 of free water. Accordingto Eqn. 6.1,the slope ofthe
line corresponds to the sink strength parameter H, yielding H = (2.8 ± 0.52) x 10"5m s" for
maizeand(4.0±0.44) x 10"5 ms"1for millet.
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Figure 6.3. Relation between relaxation time T2 and the cell dimensionsfor maize (n=4.A) andpearl millet
(n=5, 0). The data points are taken from different internodes in the NMR images. Following the NMR
measurements, thesameplants were usedfor microscopic sections to determine thecell dimensions.

NMR IMAGING DURING OSMOTIC STRESS

The stem apical region was measured continuously during the six-day experiment, and
average tissueparameters were calculated for the central part of the 1-cmlength internode of
each oftheplants.The 7/72values for onemaize and onepearl millet plant are shown inFig.
6.4; the other plants showed similar trends. Clearly, the internodial stem tissue of the maize
plant does not show any changes in relaxation rate. Moreover, the signal amplitude and
apparent diffusion coefficient remain constant during the entire stress period (Table 6.1).
Pearl millet on the other hand shows a response within hours of the onset of stress. After
about 10 hours of stress the transverse relaxation rate starts to increase, up to 130% of the
initial value after two days of osmotic stress (Fig. 6.4). Despite this increase of 7/72, the
amplitude imagesdidnot showanydecrease inwaterdensityorinstemdiameter (Table 6.1),
indicatingthatthestemtissuedidnotnoticeably dehydrate.
According to Eqn. 6.1, the relaxation rate depends on several parameters, i.e. the cell
dimensions, the tonoplast and plasmalemma permeability, and the bulk relaxation properties
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in the different compartments. The initial cell dimensions in the selected tissue can be
calculated from Fig.6.3;usingH= 4.0 x 10"5ms"1for pearlmillet,the inverse ofthe cell size
Rfor themilletplant inFig.6.4 isfound tobe0.22 um"1,using 1/R =(l/Riongitudimi+ 2/RmdiadThecell dimensions ofthe other plants varied depending on the length oftheused internode.
Assuming that the cell dimensions did not change during stress (see next section), the
calculated dimensions were used to determine the sink strength parameter H duringthe stress
period for all maize and millet plants (Fig. 6.5). During the two-day stress period all pearl
millet plants showed the same pattern: a constant or slightly decreasing H value during the
first hoursof stress,after which it startstoincrease to about 130%± 9%oftheoriginal value
after twodays.
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Maize
PEG

Amplitude

Pearl Millet
1/T2

Amplitude

l/T2

*-'app,long

'-'app, tram

GO

(a.u.)

(s-1)

(a.u.)

(s-1)

(lO-'mV)

(10-9mV)

0

1

5.72 ±0.28

1

4.29 ±0.13

1.18 ± 0.12

0.994 + 0.10

5.43 + 0.18

1.02 ±0.03

5.32 ±0.28

1.09 ±0.09

1.08 + 0.013

48

0.97 + 0.04

Table6.1.NMR amplitude, 1/T2 and Dapp before and after 48 hours of-0.35 Mpa osmotic stress. Thepresented
values arethemean ofninevoxels takenfrom the longitudinal images asshown inFigs. 6.1 and6.2.
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symbols (•, x, •, A,•) depict different individualplants. H iscalculated usingEqn. 6.1. l/T2was usedas shown
inFig. 6.4,andthe cell dimensions were determinedfrom the data inFig. 6.3.

SEM

Several assumptions were made for the calculation ofH from Eqn. 6.1.The first isthat the
cell dimensions remain constant during the entire stress period. From the amplitude images
we already concluded that the amount of water and the diameter of the stem do not change.
Some additional experiments were done to look at the cell size in millet plants in greater
detail. Longitudinal slices of the 1-cm-length internode of three millet plants were used for
Scanning ElectronMicroscopy (SEM)to determine thevolume fraction ofthevacuole within
the cell (Fig. 6.6, Table 6.2). From this Figure it is clear that the cells are completely
vacuolised, and the vacuole comprises by far the largest volume in the cell.Furthermore, the
parenchymatissue appearstobevery homogeneous. Sincethe slices are cutthrough different
planes of the approximately cylindrical cells, the cell cross-sectional area cannot be
determined quantitatively. However if cell shrinkage occurs a change in the vacuole/
cytoplasm volume ratio is expected, since the vacuole acts as a buffer compartment to
compensate water losses from the cytosol. Plants that were subjected to two days of -0.35
MPaPEG stressbefore freezing the internodial tissue showednodifferences in appearance or
in vacuole volume fractions. Optical microscopy of stressed plants showed no significant
difference incelldimensions withrespecttonon-stressed plants(Table6.2).
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Figure 6.6. Cryo-SEM section of millet parenchyma cells before and after 48 hours of-0.35 MPa osmotic
stress, v = vacuole,t = tonoplastmembrane,pc =plasmalemma andcellwall,n = nucleus.

PEG

Vacuole area

Cross-sectional
2

Osmoticpotential

(h)

(%)

cellarea(|xm )

(mOsmkg"1)

0

93+2.8

917± 138

290+4

48

92+2.8

869 ±123

323+2

Table6.2. Vacuolar arearelative to the total cellarea, cross-sectionalcell areaand osmoticpotential of pearl
milletbeforeandafter48hoursof -0.35 MPaosmoticstress.

BULK RELAXATION

Apartfromthe celldimensions,theobserved transverse relaxation timeisalsoinfluenced by
the bulk T2 of the different compartments, which determines T2,imik of the vacuole (Eqn. 6.1),
andthe efficiency ofthecytoplasmatic and extracellular relaxation sinks.Thebulk relaxation
rate within the different compartments is determined by the presence of paramagnetic ions
and by the proximity of solid surfaces or slowly moving macromolecules.30'31 Inplant tissue
thevacuolemainly accumulates sugars and ions,but contains nomacromolecules and usually
only very limited amounts of paramagnetic ions, such as Fe2+, Cu2+, Mn2+.32 Therefore, the
bulk T2 ofthis compartment will be close to that of free water, around 2 s.1416 This can also
be seeninFig.6.3,wheretheaxisintercept correspondsto 1/T2,buik, i.e.0.5s"1.
We determined the osmotic potential of stressed and non-stressed parenchyma tissue of
millettoseeif solute concentrations changed during stress,thereby possibly causing achange
in bulk relaxation properties (Table 6.2). During stress the osmotic potential of millet
parenchyma tissue increased by 11%, a significant osmotic adjustment, which corresponds to
a0.1±0.002MPaincreaseinosmoticpressure.
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Clark and MacFall already showed that increases of 200% in free sugar concentrations in
kiwi fruit did not result in any changes in the observed relaxation times in ripening kiwifruit
ata2Timaging system.Atthe lowermagnetic field strengthof0.5Tinour experiments,the
influence of sugars on relaxation times due to proton exchange is expected to be even less
thanathighmagnetic field strengths;therefore apossible osmotic solute accumulation during
stress will not cause a significant change in the bulk relaxation properties. To verify this,
transverse relaxation times were determined for 5%and 10%glucose and sucrose solutionsat
pH 6. In plants grown on nutrient medium, sugars account for about 28% of the total
osmolality of the vacuole (around 300 mOsm kg"1), which is much lower than for a 10%
solution.29 A 10% sucrose solution was also measured at pH 4, to observe the effect of fast
protonexchange.30Furthermore,morerealistic solutionsof(100mMNaCl+ 1%sucrose)and
(200 mM NaCl + 2% sucrose) were measured at pH 6 to determine the effects of nonparamagnetic ions on T2. The resulting relaxation times only show a very weak dependence
on concentration and pH (Fig. 6.7), indicating that changes in T2 due to osmotic adjustment
canbesafely ruledout.
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pH6.

FREEZING

To demonstrate that the membranes indeed control the exchange of water between
compartments and therefore the relaxation rate, we excised small pieces of internodial tissue
andmeasured both T2 andthe apparent diffusion coefficient Dapp for the entire sample.Next,
the samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen, thawed and measured again. The results were
analysedwithtwoexponentialsreflecting different compartments ortissue inhomogeneity.
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1/T2,i

1/T2,i

Fresh

2.76 ±0.017

Frozen

4.86 ±0.031

Utrans, I

Dtrans, 2

7.17 ±0.093

1.13 ±0.024

0.575 ±0.016

9.68 ±0.123

1.70 ±0.031

1.56 ±0.022

Table 6.3. Relaxation rates and Dapp of excised millet internodial tissue,fresh and afterfreeze thawing. The
decay curve ofthesample wasfitted bi-exponentially.

Both relaxation rates {UTi) increased after freeze thawing, due to membrane damage (Table
6.3), as was expected from the theory described above. Dapp increased as well, because the
maximum diffusion distance increased when the membranes separating the compartments
weredamaged.
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

A numerical model of a cylindrical plant cell was used to simulate the experimental results
(Fig. 6.8). The vacuole diameter was chosen in accordance with the results from optical
microscopy and SEM.Thethickness ofthecytoplasmaticand cellwall layersismuch smaller
than that of the vacuoles. T2,buikand Di,uik for every compartment were chosen in accordance
with literature.14'7 The tonoplast permeability (Ptm) was set at a ten times higher value than
theplasmalemmapermeability (Ppi),asisreasonable for aplantcell.11'33
We considered an individual cell in the simulations, so the outer boundary was closed. It
should be noted that though the quantitative values for the output T2 and Dapp depend on the
chosen variables, the qualitative trends we present here are found to be insensitive to the
chosen set of parameters. Using the set of input parameters as in Fig. 6.8, a typical twodimensional PFG-CPMG data set was generated and analysed using a mono-exponential
coupled fit to extract the relaxation time and Dapp values (Table 6.4, Start).Dapp corresponds
well to the experimentally found value (Table 6.1). The relaxation rate calculated using our
model system is lower than in the experiment, which can be explained by the cylindrical
shape of the cells in the model system, as compared to the ellipsoid-like shape of the
parenchyma cells. This discrepancy does not invalidate the interpretation of the observed
trendsofthemodelcalculations,however.
During osmotic stress, several events may occur at the cellular level. First, the vacuolar
radius may decrease due to dehydration. This results indeed in an increase in IIT2 as
experimentally observed, but the simulation shows that the decreased cell dimensions also
causes a lowerDapp due to increased restriction and a large decrease inthe signal amplitude,
since the amount of water in the cell diminished (Table 6.4). Therefore, the predicted effects
of cell shrinkage do not correspond to the actual experimental results. Alternatively, there
may be an increase of either the tonoplast or the plasmalemma membrane permeability.6'7
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The simulated relaxation rate is indeed sensitive for both permeabilities, but the effect of
increased plasmalemma permeability is much larger. The apparent diffusion coefficient Dapp
and the NMR signal amplitude however are predicted to remain approximately constant
(Table6.4),whichisexactlywhat isobserved experimentally (Table 6.1).
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Figure 6.8.Schematic representation of thenumerical model ofaplant cell.All bulkparametersfor the different
compartments areshown below. Rcy, andRcv aredefined asthe intermembrane distance.

1/T2 (s"1)

Dapp

(lO-'mV)

Amplitude (%of input)

Start

3.61

1.08

90.5

P,on x 3.3

3.95

1.10

91.1

X

Ppi 2.2

4.63

1.09

91.6

Pvac X 0.8

4.51

0.966

62.0

Table 6.4. Amplitude, relaxation rates and apparent diffusion coefficients (Dapp) of numerically simulated data
sets. An isolatedplant cellwas modelled as inFig. 6.8 and the differentparameters were varied to evaluate the
effect of osmoticstress.
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DISCUSSION
IMAGING
The experimental results clearly show that NMR imaging is an attractive tool for in vivo
plant studies. The resolution of the NMR images here is not high enough to distinguish
individual cells,buttheinternodialtissue isveryhomogeneous.Therefore wecanassumethat
the signalwithinasinglepixeloriginatesfromcells ofsimilar dimensions,whichallowsusto
interpret the changes in terms of cell water balance.16 Previous experiments already showed
thatduring osmotic stressnodehydration of apical stemtissue occurred for moderate osmotic
stress, though stem elongation growth stopped almost completely. Therefore the cell
dimensions do not increase due to growth during the stress period, which simplifies the
interpretation oftheresults.
In principle, the signal amplitude equals the amount of protons present per voxel. Because
the protons in plant tissue originate mainly from water molecules, the amplitude represents
thetissuedensity multiplied by itswater content, which isapproximately equal tothe amount
ofintracellularwater.21 Sincetheamplitude imagesofmaizeandmillet (Figs.6.1 and6.2)did
not show any changes in intensity or in the stem diameter during the stress period we may
safely conclude that the cell volume did not decrease by more than 3-4% (or 1.5% radius),
which isthe accuracy oftheamplitude measurements. The SEMpictures of millet, which did
not show any changes in vacuolar volume during stress, support this conclusion. In principle
this means that very snail volume changes may occur, which we are not able to resolve with
the current techniques. However, to explain the found increase in I/T2interms of a decrease
in vacuole dimansions, the cell radius would need to change by about 25% (Eqn. 6.1),
implyingavolumechangeofafactor 2,whichisclearly notthecase.
Furthermore,theresultsofthemeasured sugar solutions implythat osmotic adjustment does
notresultinlargechanges in T^w*.From Fig.6.7weconclude from the results oftheNaCl+
sucrose solutions (which isthe closedtothe invivovacuole solution) that T2,buikshould notbe
expected toreducetovalueslowerthan 1.8 s.Inthe actual situation T2,buikonlycontributes for
5 - 10%tothe observed T2 (Fig.6.4).Therefore, accordingto Eqn. 6.1,the observed increase
in IIT2should be caused by an increase in H.Numerical simulations of a plant cell confirm
thisconclusion.
MEMBRANE PERMEABILITY

The linear relation between T2,permeability and compartment size is in agreement with
common relaxation theories1213 and should hold for rP/Dbuik < 10. For cells of the 1-cmlengthinternode,witharadiusofapproximately 15urnand abulk diffusion coefficient of2x
10"9m2s"1,rP/D<10for atonoplast permeability < 1.3 x 10"3ms"1,whichgenerally applies
to such tissue.33 The general B-T theory assumes an infinite volume outside the main
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compartment, acting as a sink, i.e. the T2ibuik of the cytoplasm should be infinitely short. Of
course this is not correct for plant tissue. Therefore, H reflects the net magnetisation loss at
the tonoplast, including the membrane permeability for water, the effective relaxation within
the cytoplasm and the partial backflux of magnetisation from the cytoplasm into thevacuole.
Consequently, the apparent magnitude ofH(Happ) underestimates the tonoplast permeability;
however, Happis still linearly related to the actual membrane permeability (Chapter 4). The
effective cytoplasmatic relaxation also includes the probability for (water)proton spins to
reachtheplasmalemma, spin-exchange over the plasmalemma, and spin-relaxation withinthe
cell wall. The probability to reach the plasmalemma is given by the ratio between the
diffusion timetocrossthecytoplasmatic layer(/</,/=R2/2D)andthebulktransverse relaxation
time in the cytoplasm: (Rcy,2/2Dcy,) I T2.cyt • Using the same values as in the numerical
simulations this ratio approximately equals 200. This means that the majority of the spin
bearing molecules that cross the tonoplast also reach the plasmalemma before losing their
magnetisation. Therefore, thequantitative value ofthe sink strengthparameter Hreflects both
the tonoplast and plasmalemma permeabilities. This leads to two important conclusions.
Firstly, it implies that relative changes in the membrane permeability can indeed be
determined from changes inT2. Secondly the linear relation shown inFig. 6.3 can be used to
comparedifferent plantsofaparticularvariety,irrespective oftheexactcelldimensions,since
theknown//value for non-stressed plantscanbeusedtocalculatethecelldimensions.
Measurement of the diffusional membrane permeability with most conventional techniques
is based onthe determination of concentration gradients and therefore is usually complicated
by the presence of unstirred layers.1 '' This is indeed true if molecules as those of heavy
waterorionsareused asatracer, becausethe concentrations ofthosemolecules oneither side
of the membrane greatly depend onthe diffusional characteristics ofthewater layers close to
the membrane surface (for a review, see Barry & Diamond 34). For intact plants, pure
Brownian motion determines diffusion, since both intra- and extracellular water act as an
unstirrable region. In this respect NMR has the distinct advantage that the motion of water
molecules bearing nuclear spins is followed directly and not via the motion of a tracer
molecule. Since the concentration of water on both sides of the membrane is always
approximately equal, the movement of water over the membrane is only determined by the
permeability of that membrane to water molecules, if the tissue shows no net de- or
rehydration.
Becausenochanges intissuehydration areobserved overtwodaysof stress,the plantwater
balancecanbe considered tobeinasemi-steady state condition. Therefore unstirred layersdo
notaffect themembranepermeability observed inourNMRmeasurements.
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In conclusion, the transverse relaxation rate IIT2 shows a decrease during osmotic stress in
pearl millet, which can be interpreted as due to a change of either the tonoplast or
plasmalemma permeability, or both. We speculate that aquaporins play a crucial role in this
change of the membrane transport properties, as these membrane proteins are thought to
contribute to drought tolerance by facilitating water mobilisation towards critical cells. This is
in accordance with theobserved up-or downregulation of mRNA expression in several other
plant species.11'33'35 The plasmalemma permeability may play an important role in tissue
hydraulics, thereby facilitating therelocation ofwater totissues with arelatively high osmotic
water potential. The tonoplast permeability, on the other hand, is likely to control the water
balance between the vacuole and the cytoplasm.11 The combination of spin relaxation and
diffusion as in ourNMR experiments is useful to unravel the role of membrane transport in
the hydraulics of a plant. The interpretation of the experimental NMR results is greatly
facilitated bymulti-compartment numerical modelling of such systems.
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NMR MICROSCOPYOFTHE WATER STATUS
IN MAIZEAND PEARLMILLET
DURING OSMOTIC STRESS

Thestemwater balanceof maize (ZeamaysL.) andpearl millet (Pennisetum americanum
L.) was studied during-0.9 MPa osmoticstress by NMR imaging. Thewater content, stem
areaandtransverse relaxationtime(Ti)wereusedtomonitorthestemandsecondaryshoots.
During stress, no significant changes occurredin the maizestem, though the leaves wilted,
andtheplant diedafter2daysofstress.Pearlmilletshowedshrinkingstemtissueandlarge
changes in T2,especially in the secondaryshoots. These plants recovered once stress was
relieved. The decreasing Tj is interpreted within a plant cell model as caused by a
combinationof decreasingcellsize and increasingmembranepermeability. Thelatter could
be useful to increasetissue conductance,therebyfacilitating water re-allocation to young,
expandingtissues.

INTRODUCTION
Water transport and water content are important parameters regulating growth and
reproduction in plants. The plant stem acts both as a water throughput to the leaves via the
conducting vessels, and as a water reservoir to supply growing tissues during water deficit.
Water stressisthemostimportantcauseofreduced cropyieldsandcropfailure worldwide.1'2
Therefore, an understanding of the plant water balance and of possible drought tolerance
mechanismsisvitaltoimproveplantproduction.
In this paper, we present a study of two important plant species, which differ in drought
tolerance. The first is pearl millet (PennisetumamericanumL.), a crop growing in shallow
soil regions of Asia and Africa with a mean annual rainfall of 200-800 mm and high
temperatures. This crop isableto grow andmature atavery lowwater level,and can survive
prolonged periods of drought.3 The second crop, maize (Zea mays L.), grows ideally in
climates withmoderate temperatures and 400-600mm ofrain, and is much more sensitive to
waterdeficits than millet.4
To study the cell water status in the stem, we used Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
imaging, which is a non-invasive technique to depict water in tissues. This technique can be
usedtoobtaininformation onthephysical properties ofwater inthetissue,asfor examplethe
measurement of cell dimensions,5 membrane damage due to freezing,6'7 or water flow and
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cavitation inxylem vessels. '9Arecent review aboutNMR imaging inplant science has been
writtenbyIshidaetal.10
In this paper, details about the stem water content during drought stress are presented for
both maize and pearl millet. Furthermore, differences in the NMR relaxation time T2 for the
two plants are shown, and these parameters are interpreted within a model of cellular
compartmentation and exchange between these compartments.1112 Other studies already
showedthatthismodelcanbeapplied toaplant cell,with thevacuole,the cytoplasm, andthe
cellwall asthemaincompartments;theexchange betweenthese compartments isdetermined
by the tonoplast and plasmalemma membranes. Thus the water status of the plant stem is
evaluated,bothattheorganand atthecellularlevel.

MATERIALS A N D METHODS
PLANT MATERIAL

Maize (Zeamays L., cv LG 11) and pearl millet (Pennisetum americanumL., cv MH 179)
seeds were germinated inwet sand inthedark.After oneweekthe seedlingswere transferred
toatank with halfHoagland nutrient solution,13 which was refreshed every week. The plants
weregrowninaphytotronat25 °Cand 70%relativehumiditywithaphotoperiod of 16hours
and alight intensity of40Wm"2(mercury vapour lamp). Before themeasurements theplants
were transferred to separate vessels, which were designed to fit in the NMR imager. The
plantswere4weeksold,with6fully emerged leaves,atthetimeofthemeasurements.
The maize and pearl millet plants (N=2 for both species) were placed in the NMR machine
and control measurements were obtained for several hours. Next the nutrient medium was
replaced by a -0.9 MPa PEG 6000 solution in nutrient medium without disturbing the
position oftheplantinthemagnet.
MRI EXPERIMENTS

The NMR spectrometer was a 20.35 MHz imager consisting of a 0.47 T Broker
electromagnet (Karlsruhe, Germany) controlled by a S.M.I.S. console (S.M.I.S., Guildford,
England). A shielded gradient probe with a vertical open cylindrical access of 30 mm
diameter was used (Doty Scientific Inc., Columbia, South Carolina, USA). T2values were
measured usingamulti-spin-echo imagingpulsesequencewithsliceselection,1415arepetition
time(TR)of 1800ms,aspin-echotime (TE)of4.6msand aspectral bandwidth of50kHz.A
128x 128matrix of complex datapointswasacquired per echo,and 48echoeswere acquired
per echotrain. For each image four acquisitions were averaged to improve the image quality,
resulting in atotal scan time of 15minutes per image.Thefield-of-view was 30mm,andthe
slicethickness2.5mm.
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The acquired NMR data sets were analysed by home-written calculation routines in IDL
(Research Systems Inc., Boulder, Colorado, USA). The multi-echo images were fitted on a
pixel-by-pixel baseusing amono-exponential decay function, yielding quantitative amplitude
and I/T2images.1415After phase correction,therealpartofthesignalwasused foranalysis.16
To determine the stem area, all pixels containing signal above the noise level were
summated. Thetotal water content inthe slice was calculated by summation of all amplitude
valueswithinthis selected stemarea.

RESULTS A N D DISCUSSION
ANATOMY

The stem images were taken 2cm above the roots,where the stem consists of mature, fully
elongated tissue. In this tissue the vascular bundles are scattered in the stem tissue, with the
smaller bundles arranged neartheperiphery andthe largerbundles situated inthe middle.The
tissue between the vascular bundles is called the pith or parenchyma, and consists of large
vacuolised cells.12 Cross-sectional images of one of the maize and pearl millet plants are
shown in Figs. 7.1 and 7.2 respectively. The vascular bundles can clearly been seen in the
millet tissue (a). Around the stem, the leaves are visible (b). Millet is a species that forms
multiple shoots. Two of those are visible in this specific plant (c). The amplitude images do
not show much contrast, which means that the amount of water per pixel is fairly
homogeneous. Earlier reports already showed that the relaxation rate (1/T2)is linearly related
to the cell dimensions in vacuolised cells.12 The contrast in the 1IT2 images in Figs. 7.1 and
7.2 canmostlybe explained bydifferences incell size,e.g. the cellsofthestemperiphery and
the secondary shootsaresmallerthanthoseofthecentralparenchymatissue.
OSMOTIC STRESS

Osmotic stress was applied by replacing the normal root medium by a-0.9 MPa PEG 6000
solution. The maize plants were wilted after 20 hours of stress and after 2 days the leaves
becamenecrotic.When anormal rootmediumwassupplied againtheplants failed to recover.
Duringthe stressperiod, slightchanges occurred inthe relaxation rate ofthe stemtissue (Fig.
7.1).Theamplitude imagesdid not showanydifferences inwater content or stem areaduring
the stressperiod (Figs.7.1,7.3and7.4).
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Amplitude 1/T2(0-13
Amplitude

1/T2(0-5s"1)

Figure 7.1. Amplitude and 1/T2 images of a maize
plant during -0.9 MPa PEG 6000 stress. The
amplitude images reflect theproton density of the
tissue; 1/T2 (0-5 s~) indicates the minimum and
maximum values of 1/T2 depicted in the image.
The marks a-b denote different tissues discussed
inthe text.

Figure 7.2. Amplitude, 1/T2 and T2 images of a
pearl millet plant during -0.9 MPa PEG 6000
stress. The marks a-c denote different tissues
discussed in the text.Forfurther explanation see
Fig. 7.1.

Pearl millet onthe otherhand didnot showwilting symptoms until 70hours of stress.Even
then, the plants survived once the stress was relieved. The stem images show several
remarkable affects, which are summarised in Table 7.1. Firstly, the stem tissue shrinks
significantly (Figs.7.2 and 7.3), about 16%after 36hours of stress.Thetotalamount ofwater
inthe stemslicedecreasesevenmore (Fig.7.4).Acloser lookattheamplitude imagesreveals
that this decrease with water content isnot uniform over theplant stem;the secondary shoots
shrink less than the mature stem, and the amount of water per pixel in these shoots even
increases(Fig.7.2).
The relaxation images show even more effects. Therelaxation timeT2 inthe central part of
the stem, around the large xylem vessels, decreases during the stress period. The effect of
stress onthe secondary shoots ismuch larger; theT2 decreases by asmuch as 50%within 30
hoursofstress(Table 7.1).
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Main shoot

Secondary shoot

(h)

Area
(a.u.)

Water content
(a.u.)

1/T2
(s 1 )

0

1

1

4.9±0.1

PEG

30

105

0.84 +0.01

Area
(a.u.)
1

5.3±0.2

0.79 + 0.01

Water content
(a.u.)

1/T2
(s"1)

1

0.88 ±0.02

5.8±0.2

0.89 ±0.02

12.0+ 0.3

Table 7.1. Relative shoot area,water content and1/T2 for mainshoot andsecondary shoot ofpearl millet.
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Figure 7.3.Relative stem area (stem area/ stem area at t =0) of maize (AO) andpearl millet (A,9) during
stress. Thedifferentsymbols markdifferentplants. -0.9 MPaPEG 6000was applied attime =0hours.
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Figure 7.4.Relative water content (watercontent/ water content at t =0)within the image slice ofmaize (A, O)
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applied at time =0hours.
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Generally speaking, the maize plant is dehydrating mostly in the leaves, where the water
levelbecomessolowthatthecellsaredamaged.Atthatmoment,thestemtissueisstill intact,
but because the leaves are essential for energy production, the whole plant does not survive
the stressperiod.
Pearlmillet showedacompletely different response.Boththeleavesandthe stemshrinkand
loose water, but the water level in the cells remains high enough to ensure survival. The
amount of water in secondary shoots decreases less than in the mature parts of the plant,
which may indicate that these young tissues are favoured above the mature tissue. TheT2
decreases slightly in the parenchyma of the main stem, especially around the vascular
bundles.The secondary shoots show amuch larger T2 decrease, which can be explained with
a model that describes the relation between the observed T2 of the cell water, the dimensions
ofthecellsandthemagnetisation sinkstrengthdensityH(m s"1):
\/T2ots =H{l/Rx +\/Ry+ l/R2)+l/T2bulk

[7.1]

where Rx,y,zare the average radii in three directions of the vacuole.12 H indicates the rate of
magnetisation lossatthevacuolar membrane duetoexchangewith thewater inthe cytoplasm
and the extracellular space, which have a much shorter intrinsic relaxation time.18 The
exchange rate is determined by the permeability of the tonoplast and plasmalemma
membranes for water. The decrease in stem diameter probably results in a decrease in cell
size, which in turn causes a decrease in the relaxation time T2 (Eqn. 7.1). However, cell
shrinkage cannot completely explain the found T2 shortening; the observed volume decrease
of20% results in a 7% change of the vacuolar radius for a spherical cell,which would affect
the T2 for about the same amount. This corresponds nicely tothe found decrease in T2 for the
mature stem. The secondary shoot however shows much larger changes in T2. Therefore, an
additional effect must be present. Changes in the T2,bu& a r e n o t likely (see Chapter 6). The
onlyvariablethatcanberesponsibleforthelarge T2decreaseisH.
The increase in H indicates an increase in exchange rate of water between the vacuole and
the cytoplasm / cell wall. Most likely, this means that the tonoplast and plasmalemma
permeabilities for water increase. This would result in a higher tissue conductance, which
facilitates water transport between tissues, in this case from the main shoot to the young
tissue, providing that the necessary water potential gradient is present due to osmotic
adjustment of the young shoot. This water redistribution is a well-known process in several
speciestosecurereproduction during stress.2'17
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

Food production for the earth's fast growing population increasingly has to make use of
(semi)arid regions. Agriculture in these regions demands suitable drought-tolerant crops. A
better understanding of drought tolerance inplants isof crucial importance to set up efficient
breedingprogramsfor suchcrops.
New in vivo methods to study individual plants and crops are essential to monitor the
temporal effects of drought stress.NMR is a non-invasive technique to study the plant water
status downtothecellular level.Therelaxation time T2 ofwater incells isknown to decrease
by the presence of extracellular magnetisation sinks.1 Therefore, changes in the cell water
balance due to drought stress are expected to be reflected in T2, Dapp and signal amplitude
(research question 2, Chapter 1). Secondly, since the theory of relaxation and diffusion in
modelsystemssuchascylindersandspheresisfairly wellestablished,theseNMR parameters
conceivably would be quantitatively related to physiologically relevant information. This
information concerns the cellular water balance, and its relation with the cell dimensions and
the membrane permeability for water (research question 3, Chapter 1). In particular the
membrane permeability is of great importance to understand drought tolerance, because
permeability isoneofthefactors thatregulatetissuehydraulics.
Thefocus of our researchwastounderstand the relation betweenthe cell water balance and
theNMRparameters T2,Dapp andthesignalamplitudeduringdrought.
Thisresearchleadtothefollowing results:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Drought stress indeed affects T2, Dapp andtheNMR signal amplitude inpearlmillet.A
distinctive difference in the changes of the above-mentioned NMR parameters was
observed for maizeandpearlmilletduring droughtstress,
Anumerical modelhasbeendeveloped tointerprettheexperimental data,
Aqualitative relation hasbeenestablished bynumerical modelling between T2 andthe
membranepermeability,
Alinearexperimental relationhasbeen found between T2andcellsize,
A T2decrease in pearl millet during stress has been found. This decrease can be
interpreted asanincreaseinmembranepermeability for water.

In the remaining part of this Chapter, these results will be discussed and a concept for the
waterbalanceinpearlmillet isproposed.

IIP

Chapter 8

SINK STRENGTH A N D PERMEABILITY
Oneofthemost important research questionsatthe start ofthisproject was:isitpossibleto
measure membrane permeabilities in intact plants? Earlier studies already have shown that
magnetisation loss in compartmentalised systems due to relaxing boundaries could be treated
analogously to heat dissipation from solid bodies. From these existing theories, equations
were derived for the relaxation rate and the surface sink strengthH.1For biological cells, the
most important relaxation sink is not the membrane itself, but the extracellular fluid, which
acts as a volume sink. If the relaxation time of this fluid is short compared to the exchange
time over the membrane, the relaxation rate is solely determined by the membrane
permeability for water (P);thesink strengthHisthenequaltothepermeability P.
Most research in this area concerned special situations where this prerequisite was indeed
met, e.g.red blood cells, protoplasts in Mn2+-doped water, or Mn2+-infiltrated plant tissue."5
In many cases, however, the extracellular fluid acts as a partial sink, but not a perfect one.
Decreasing the extracellular relaxation time by infiltration with paramagnetic ions greatly
disturbs the plant. Therefore infiltration was not used in this project, but a numerical model
was developed to simulate the effects of partial relaxation sinks on the NMR parameters
(Chapter4).
To a great extent, a simple common sense approach is sufficient to explain the effect of
compartment properties on relaxation and diffusion. In isolated plant cells for example, the
intermembrane distances (r) and the bulk diffusion coefficients (D) determine the average
diffusion timeofawatermoleculetocrossacompartment (tdtf= 2Dr2).Therelaxation ratein
that compartment determines the chance that the molecule still bears magnetisation once it
reaches the membrane. If that is the case (2Dr2 < 1/Ti), the membrane permeability
determines the exchange rate to the next compartment, and thereby influences the relaxation
rate;if the above condition does not apply, the membrane permeability is of no consequence
for the NMR signal. This means that the effective sink strength depends on the
intermembrane distances, the bulk T2and D values for every compartment, the membrane
permeability and even on transcellular transport. Clearly, this is a far too complicated
situation to justify a quantitative determination of the tonoplast and plasmalemma
permeabilities. Fortunately, the sink strength H and the membrane permeability P are often
linearly related, which means that changesin P can be observed as equally large changes in
H,andthuschangesinmembranepermeability canbequantified (Chapter4).
Though othermethods are available to determine the membrane permeability quantitatively,
these methods are limited to single cells and a time span of about one hour.6'7 Furthermore,
some experiments suggest that the membrane permeability can vary greatly (as much as a
factor 1000)between individual cells,which means that numerous replications areneeded for
a statisticallyjustified interpretation. (Chrispeels, personal communication). Therefore NMR
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imaging isof interest because of itsnon-invasive nature,overview ofthe entire tissue andthe
possibility tofollow asingleplantduring longtimespans.

CELL-TO-CELL TRANSPORT
Most theoretical cases in this Thesis consider a single plant cell with a reflecting outer
boundary. Of course this is not a complete picture of the water balance inplant tissues; cellto-cell connections play an important role in the overall tissue hydraulics. Three different
pathways exist for this cell-to-cell transport (see Chapter 1):the apoplastic pathway and the
symplastic one, which can be divided into transmembrane transport and transport via the
plasmodesmata. Each of these pathways has different effects on the NMR results. From an
NMR point of view, the apoplast pathway is the simplest. This transport takes place via the
extracellular space,whichhas avery short relaxation time.Therefore, water molecules inthis
spacemostly lose magnetisation before moving over long distances and thusthe effect ofthis
transport onDapp andT2 isnegligible.
Transmembrane transport is somewhat different. The relative importance of this pathway
depends on the tonoplast and plasmalemma permeabilities for water. These permeabilities
also influence T2, aswasestablished in Chapter 4.However, hereonlymagnetisation lossdue
to intracellular volume sinks was considered. In the case of cell-to-cell transport, water
molecules move throughthe membranes from onecell to the next via the extracellular space,
a situation comparable to that in Fig. 4.8A. The loss of magnetisation then depends on the
time spent inthis extracellular volume. If this time is reasonably short, molecules that move
into the next cell still bear magnetisation. This does not affect the relaxation times, if we
assume that there is no fundamental difference between the properties of the different cells;
theoretically there is no difference in relaxation between spins that are reflected at the outer
boundary anddiffuse back intothe cell,or spinsthatcrosstheouterboundary and diffuse into
the next cell. The diffusion attenuation, however, is affected, since the maximum diffusion
distancebecomes larger(Fig.4.8B).
The third pathway is that of cell-to-cell transport via the plasmodesmata. Now there are no
membranes present between adjacent cells. Assuming that the relaxation rate within the
plasmodesmata iscomparable tothatofthecytoplasm,themagnetisation lossduring transport
from one cell to another will be much less than in the two previous cases. Therefore the
diffusion attenuation will be most sensitive for this pathway (Fig. 4.8C). Using long-time
diffusion measurements for intact plant studies may therefore provide useful additional
information ontissuehydraulics.

III
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RESOLUTION
The information present in a pixel within an NMR image depends on several parameters.
Firstly, the accuracy of the NMR signal depends on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which
dependsontheamount ofspinsinthatpixel.Thelargerthepixel,thehigherthe SNRwillbe.
Signal averaging also increases the SNR, but also the total measuring time. Therefore one
always compromises between the spatial resolution and the SNR within the available
measurement time. Inthe case of the growth experiments (Chapter 5),the measurement time
waslimitedtoabout20minutes,becausetheplantmovementsthroughtheimageplanewould
causeblurring for longerexperiments.
The resolution of the images presented here is not large enough to provide (sub-)cellular
details.However,this doesnothamperthe extraction ofsub-cellular information. Forone,the
parenchyma tissue of both maize and pearl millet is very homogeneous, with a narrow cell
size distribution (Figs. 5.3 and 5.6); therefore, cellular changes within a pixel will still be
visible inthe overall NMRparameters. Secondly, thetissue iscompletely vacuolised, andthe
vacuole comprises about95%ofthetotalvolume,whichmeansthattherelaxation decay can
be approximated by a mono-exponential fit. To provide even more detail, one can summate
the signal from pixels within the sametissue to increase the SNR so that a multi-exponential
fit is possible. This results in two or more fractions, which can be assigned to subcellular
compartments such as the vacuole and the cytoplasm, thus yielding a sub-cellular resolution
inapixellargerthanasinglecell.3'8
Quantitative T2 measurements can even be severely distorted by a high spatial resolution. At
pixel sizes smaller than ~ 100 um for relaxation rates of about a second, signal attenuation
due to self-diffusion of molecules in the read gradient is obscuring the relaxation decay.
Ultimately, atvery smallpixel sizes,uniform short T2 values result because the decays areno
longergovernedbyT2relaxation,butbythediffusion ofthewatermolecules. '

PLANT WATER BALANCE
Atfirstsight, itisrather strangethat thedrought-sensitive maize doesnot showany changes
in the NMR images during stress, whereas the drought-tolerant pearl millet does. To
understandthis,thewholeplant stressresponsehastobeconsidered.Maize shows leafrolling
and,after twodaysof severeosmotic stress (-0.9 MPa),the leavesbecomenecrotic. Whenthe
stress isrelieved, theplant doesnotrecover again (Chapter 7).So,thoughtheplant stem does
not dehydrate noticeably, the leaves are irreversibly damaged, whereby the plant looses its
abilitytobindCO2andgenerateenergy.
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Pearl millet on the other hand shows wilting leaves but the leaves do not become necrotic
and the plant recovers, even after four days of severe osmotic stress (Chapter 7). The leaf
parenchyma cells are not the only ones to dehydrate; the stem tissue is also shrinking during
stress(Fig.7.3). Secondary shootsand the growing apical tissue however, loose significantly
lesswater(Figs.6.2, 6.6,7.2,Table7.1).Ingeneral,itmaybethattheolder stemparenchyma
is loosing water in favour of younger shoots and growing tissue, in order to secure
reproduction. This is a well-known process in several plants.11'12 Though most tissues are
loosingwaterduring stress,theorgansdonotdehydrate enoughtocausecelldamage.
The observed increase in membrane permeability (Fig. 6.5) may result in increased tissue
conductance for water. This promotes a rapid water movement between tissues; osmotic
adjustment of the young tissues would provide the necessary potential gradient (Table 6.2).
During the fist 8-10 hours of osmotic stress, the permeability remained constant, or even
declined slightly (Fig. 6.5). Possibly, this period is used to build up an osmotic potential
gradient from older to younger tissues. If aquaporins are indeed involved in the permeability
increase, the time scale of this first period would be right for the necessary mRNA
transcription andprotein synthesis.

FUTURE
This study clearly shows that NMR can be used to visualise membrane permeability
changes. The next step is correlating these changes to tissue hydraulics, which is actually
determining the rate ofwater flow between different parts oftheplant.Therefore, itwould be
interesting to combine these NMR measurements with hydraulic conductivity measurements,
e.g.withahigh-pressure flow meter.13
Onthe otherhand, changes inmembrane permeability areregulated onthemolecular and/or
the genetic level. Recent reports already showed that mRNA levels for aquaporins vary
enormously during stress. However, very little is known about the actual protein levels or
functionality. Therefore, the gap between gene expression and their effect on plant function
still remains. Overexpression plants, knock-out plants or anti-sense plants show different
aquaporin gene expression patterns compared to wildtype plants and may be of great help to
understand the relation between aquaporin gene expression and function. NMR imaging can
elucidate invivogene functionality and thereby bridge the gap between gene expression and
function.
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SUMMARY
This Thesis presents an approach for the study of plant water balance during drought stress,
using a combination of in vivo NMR experiments and computer simulations. The ultimate
aim is the interpretation of the NMR parameters in terms of physiologically relevant
characteristics, such as cell dimensions and membrane permeability. Especially thelatter has
raised agrowinginterest inplant science,anduptonowthemeasurement ofthisparameter in
vivowaslimitedtosinglecellsand shortexperiment timespans.
NMR microscopy of plants yields information on various levels of organisation. TheNMR
images provide clear anatomical details, which have been used to monitor the response of
stem growth rates to osmotic stress. On the tissue and cell levels, the NMR parametersT2
(transverse spinrelaxation time)andDapp (apparent diffusion coefficient) provide information
on the physical and chemical properties. Correct quantitative values for T2and Dapp are
crucial for a useful interpretation. Therefore, Chapter 2 evaluates the accuracy of different
fitting procedures.
The physical and chemical properties can vary considerably between and within different
tissues, cells, and intracellular compartments, resulting in distinctly different relaxation and
diffusion characteristics for these compartments. The interpretation oftheseparameters isnot
straightforward. A numerical model of restricted diffusion and relaxation behaviour was
therefore developed, based on Fick's second law of diffusion (Chapter 3). This model
expands previous one-dimensional models to atwo-dimensional space,consisting of multiple
concentric cylindrical compartments, separated by membranes. Numerical simulation
experiments using this model demonstrate the importance of modelling two-dimensional
diffusion in relation to the effects of spatial restrictions, and spin exchange between the
different compartments.
This model has been applied to investigate the effects of diffusive exchange on the
transverse spin relaxation times, the apparent diffusion coefficients, and the NMR signal
amplitudes of water in plant cells (Chapter 4). For different multi-compartment model
systems a Pulsed Field Gradient Multiple Spin Echo (PFG-MSE) experiment was simulated,
and intrinsic physiological parameters, i.e. the bulk diffusion constant, the cell radius and the
membrane permeability were afterwards extracted using common theoretical models. The
resultsjustify the use of these models to interpret the in vivo experiments, since meaningful
diffusion constants, cell radii and membrane permeabilities canbe extracted for a large range
of conditions. This is still true if not all conditions of the theory are known or met, e.g. for
intactplants.
Chapters 5and 6studytheeffect ofmild osmotic stressonmaize andpearl millet byinvivo
'EINMR microscopy, and water uptake measurements. Single NMR parameter images of (i)
the water content, (ii) the transverse relaxation time (T2)and (iii) the apparent diffusion
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coefficient (Dapp) were used to follow the water status of the stem apical region during
osmotic stress. The results are interpreted using the multi-compartment model (Chapter 4),
tailored to suit plant cells. For this particular case, an equation was derived to describe the
relation between the observed T2, the cell dimensions, the bulk T2, and the membrane
permeability, based ontheBrownstein &Tarrtheory.Experimentally determined T2 valuesof
non-stressed stem tissue are indeed correlated to the cell dimensions, which is in agreement
with the derived equation. The T2 of maize cells is higher than the T2 of equally sized millet
cells, implyingthatthemembrane permeability ofthelatterishigher.
Thegrowth rate wasstrongly inhibited bymild stress inboth species,even thoughthe water
uptake wasonly mildly affected. During stress,there are hardly any changes inwater content
or T2 ofthe stemregionofmaize. Incontrast,the apical tissue ofpearlmillet showed a -30%
decrease of T2 within 48 hours of stress, whereas the water content and Dapp hardly changed.
This decrease in T2 canbe caused by adecreasing cell radius,a decreasing bulk T2, and/or an
increasing membrane permeability for water. To distinguish between these contributions,
additional scanning electron microscopy was used, showing no apparent changes in cell size.
Transverse spinrelaxation measurements ofawiderangeof sugarsolutions showed onlyvery
smalleffects ofosmoticadjustment onthebulk T2. Together,theseresultspoint toan increase
in membrane permeability during stress. This conclusion is confirmed by numerical
simulations of the plant cell model, which showed that only an increasing membrane
permeability yieldsasimilar combination ofwatercontent, T2, andDapp valuesduringstress.
Under severe osmotic stress, the effects on the plant water balance are naturally larger
(Chapter 7). During stress, no significant changes occurred in the maize stem, though the
leaveswilted,andtheplantdied after twodaysof stress.Pearlmillet showed againchangesin
T2, especially inthe secondary shoots,which were more pronounced than during mild stress.
Furthermore, the stem tissue shrunk, implying that the cell dimensions changed; the
secondary shoots showed far less decrease in water content, however. Despite these changes,
the plants recovered once stress was relieved. In the framework of the plant cell model, the
decreasing T2 is interpreted as the result of a combination of decreasing cell size and
increasing membrane permeability. The latter can result in a higher tissue conductance,
thereby facilitating water re-allocation to young, expanding tissues to prevent irreparable
damage.
Thecombination ofexperimental dataand simulations aspresented inthisThesishasproven
to be an effective tool to link NMR information to physiology (Chapter 8). This approach
promisestobeofgreatusetoplant science,andtoNMRmicroscopy ingeneral.
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Dit proefschrift behandelt een manier om de water balans in planten te bestuderen tijdens
droogte, met behulp van een combinatie van in vivo NMR-experimenten en
computersimulaties. Het uiteindelijke doel is de interpretatie van de NMR-parameters in
relatie tot fysiologisch relevante eigenschappen, zoals celgrootte en membraanpermeabiliteit.
De laatste eigenschap krijgt steeds meer aandacht van de plantwetenschappen, maar kon tot
nutoe invivoalleenbepaaldwordeninindividuele cellenengedurende korteperiodes.
NMR microscopie levert informatie over verschillende organisatorische niveaus in een
plant. NMR-afbeeldingen laten duidelijk de anatomische structuur zien, waardoor het
mogelijk was de stengelgroei tijdens osmotische stress te volgen. Informatie over de
chemische en fysische eigenschappen opweefsel- en celniveau kan verkregen worden vanuit
de NMR parameters T2 (transversale spin relaxatietijd) en Dapp (schijnbare diffusie
coefficient). Een goede interpretatie van deze parameters is afhankelijk van correcte
kwantitatieve gegevens. Daarom behandelt Hoofdstuk 2 de kwaliteit van verschillende
methodesomdeNMRgegevensteanalyseren.
De chemische en fysische eigenschappen tussen en zelfs binnen verschillende weefsels,
cellen en intracellulaire compartimenten kunnen aanzienlijk varieren, wat resulteert in een
duidelijk verschil in relaxatie- en diffusie-eigenschappen. De interpretatie van deze
verschillen is echter gecompliceerd en daarom werd een numeriek model voor diffusie en
relaxatie ontwikkeld. Dit model is gebaseerd op de tweede diffusiewet van Fick (Hoofdstuk
3). Het model breidt eerdere een-dimensionale modellen uit naar een twee-dimensionale
ruimte, bestaande uit meerdere concentrische cylindrische compartimenten, gescheiden door
membranen. De numerieke simulaties met dit model tonen het effect van de tweedimensionale aanpak op ruimtelijke beperkingen, en uitwisseling tussen de verschillende
compartimenten.
Dit model is toegepast om het effect van uitwisseling op T2, Dapp en de amplitude van het
NMR signaal van water in plantencellen te bestuderen (Hoofdstuk 4). Daartoe zijn Gepulst
Veld Gradient Multi Spin Echo (PFG-MSE) experimenten gesimuleerd voor verschillende
modelsystemen metmeerdere compartimenten. Deintrinsieke fysiologische grootheden, zoals
debulkdiffusiecoefficient, destraalvandeeelendemembraanpermeabiliteit werden achteraf
berekend met bekende theoretische modellen. De resultaten rechtvaardigen het gebruik van
deze modellen om in vivo experimenten te interpreteren, omdat zinvolle waarden voor
diffusiecoefficienten, celdiameters en membraanpermeabiliteiten verkregen werden voor een
uitgebreid spectrum van verschillende fysiologische condities. Dit geldt zelfs wanneer niet
volledig aanallevoorwaarden vandetheorieisvoldaan,zoalshetgevalisinplantencellen.
Deeffecten vanmildeosmotische stresss opmaisen gierst worden inde Hoofdstukken 5en
6 bestudeerd met behulp van in vivo ! HNMR en water opname studies. NMR afbeeldingen
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van (i) het watergehalte, (ii) de transversale relaxatietijd, en (iii) de schijnbare
diffiisiecoefficient (Dapp)worden gebruikt om water in de Stengel te volgen. Het meerderecompartimenten-model (Hoofdstuk 4) werd toegepast op plantencellen om de resultaten te
verklaren. Voor dit specifieke geval is een vergelijking afgeleid om de relatie tussen de
waargenomen T2, de celdimensies, de bulk T2 en de membraanpermeabiliteit te beschrijven,
gebaseerd is op de theorie van Brownstein & Tarr. De experimenteel bepaalde TVwaarden
van parenchymcellen zonder stress kunnen worden gecorreleerd aan de celgrootte, wat
inderdaad uit de afgeleide vergelijking volgt. De T2 voor maiscellen is hoger dan de T2 voor
gierstcellen met eenzelfde grootte, wat inhoudt dat de membraanpermeabiliteit van de laatste
hogeris.
De milde stress, die de groeisnelheid voor beide soorten sterk reduceert, heeft slechts een
geringe invloed op de wateropname. Het watergehalte en de T2in de Stengel van mais
veranderen nauwelijks gedurende de stress.De T2inhet stengelweefsel van gierst nam echter
-30% af, terwijl het watergehalte en Dapp nagenoeg gelijk bleven. Deze afname in T2 kanhet
resultaat zijn van een verminderde celgrootte, een kortere bulk T2, of een hogere
membraanpermeabiliteit. Extra SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopie) metingen lieten echter
zien dat de cellgroottes niet veranderen. Ook een eventuele verhoging van de
suikerconcentratie door osmotische aanpassing heeft nauwelijks invloed op de bulk T2, zoals
werd aangetoond met behulp van relaxatiemetingen aan verschillende suikeroplossingen. De
afname van de T2 lijkt dus te worden veroorzaakt door een toenemende
membraanpermeabiliteit. Deze conclusie wordt bevestigd door numerieke simulaties die
lieten zien dat gedurende stress alleen een toename in de membraanpermeabiliteit een
vergelijkbare combinatievanwatergehalte, T2enDapp oplevert.
Wanneer een zwaardere osmotische stress gebruikt wordt, zijn de gevolgen op the
waterbalans vandeplantuiteraard ookgroter (Hoofdstuk 7).Inmais,destresshad nauwelijks
zichtbare gevolgen voor de Stengel, terwijl de bladeren duidelijk slap hingen; na twee dagen
stress herstelde deplant echter niet meer.DeT2 veranderingen in gierst waren nog groter dan
gedurende milde stress, vooral in de secondaire scheuten. Het stengelweefsel kromp, wat
inhoudt dat de celgroottes veranderden. Het watergehalte van de secondaire scheuten
veranderde daarentegen slechts weinig. De plant herstelde zodra de stress werd opgeheven.
Vanuit het model kan devermindering van deT2 verklaard worden door een combinatie van
krimpendecellen eneentoenemende membraanpermeabiliteit. Deze laatste kan leiden tot een
lagere weerstand voor watertransport in de weefsels en kan zo schade aanjonge, groeiende
scheutenvoorkomen dooreenherverdeling vanwater.
De combinatie van experimentele gegevens en computersimulaties, zoals gepresenteerd in
dit proefschrift, is een goed hulpmiddel gebleken om NMR gegevens te interpreteren
(Hoofdstuk 8).Deze aanpak isveelbelovend voorzoweldeplantenwetenschappen als andere
NMR-toepassingen.
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